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ABSTRACT 
Previous studies surveying beliefs of climate change fresuently focused on the public and 
experts in order to improve decision-making and communication. These audies were developed 
using a sociai demographics hamework and a mental models approach. This stucty is informed 
by socid-conaructionism. From this perspective, the issue of hurnan-induced ciimate change is 
not defmed by indsputable objective conditions on changes in climate g t e m  alone but is 
"constructedm by a subjective process of dialogue LivolWig various groups as claims-maters. 
These groups have different "worldviews" or fameworks of assumptions and prioriries that 
influence how they discover, interpret, defme and solve an issue. These differences may lead to 
contested positions on whether the issue is dangerous and requires remedial action. 
This mdy audits the climate change beliefs and environmental values of DMO socid 
groups or "claims-makers" -- ENGOs and energy-related industry - to undemand their frarning 
of the issue of climate change. A framework of k q  themes and associated attributes or factors 
was developed to guide the survey instrument design and data anaiysis. The themes are socio- 
demographic characterinia, environmental values, awareness of and knowledge on c h a t e  
change, responsibility for action and information needs. Statkically significant differences were 
found between the two groups. 
ENGOs have a strong ecological worldview while the energy Lidunry exhibited 
orientations ranghg from ecological to anthropocentric. These groups are polarized in rheir 
beliefs on technology as a beneficial solution. Energy industry respondents have arong beliefs 
in the capabilities of science and teduiology and hurnan ingenuity to deal with ecological 
problems. 
The ENGOs and energy indusuy respondenu had the same length of exposure to the 
issue and similar frequency of exposure to clirnate change information; they are considered 
equally a m .  ENGOs have a greater beiief that dimate change will occw - some reported that 
it is ahady happening. The energy indunry is ambivalent. Some respondents focussed on the 
" n a t d "  processes of climate change and questioned whether human-caused climate change is 
r d .  
Sea level rise, drought and flooding emerged as most M y  threats common to both 
groups. But, dimate change was not perceived as personaliy dangerou. Both groups thought 
that the negative impacts of chate  change were more likely to occur elsewhere and to someone 
else rather than to thernselves. The energy induary reported that there would be 'no effect" to 
most economic secton. ENGOs and energy induniy respondents differed significdy in their 
assignment of responsibility for action: individuals are most responsible from an energy industxy 
perspective while ENGOs thLik industry is prirnarily reqmnsible. 
An audit of the beliefs and values of ENGOs and the energy induary contributes to 
understanding these daims-maken' positions and the strategic implications of agreement and 
disagreement in developing and implementing policy on the clirnate change issue. 
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INTRODUCTION 
These quotes from advertkments in a key Canadian nationai newspaper illustrate some 
of the contested terrain in framlig the dimate change issue (Kdbfleixh, 1994). These 
differences derive, in pan, from uncenainties and cornpethg certainties on xientific facts. But 
they may aiso occur because of disparate frarneworks or "worldviewsw that affect beliefs on the 
certainfy of, risks from and responses to human-induced clirnate change. Where social, politicai 
or environmentai issues are contentious, competing sociai groups or "claimçmakenn interact to 
shape definitions of the problem and innuence policy outcornes. Here the C d  Association of 
Canada, an energy industry association and the S d  Foundation, an environmentai non- 
govenunent organization (ENGO), illusvate dwnct c l h  on chnate change jut pnor to the 
Kyoto Protocol negotiation in December 1997. 
Saentiiïc experrs are another important claims-making group. Scientins involved wah 
the kitergovemmental Panel on Chnate Change (PCC) reported that "...the balance of 
evidence suggeas a discemible human influence on the dimate system" (PCC, 1996d, 22) after 
carefully reviewing the wientific literanire on c h e  change. Yet, there is still debate 
intemationally, nationally and locally on future greenhouse gas emissions and concentrations; 
th& impact on the c h a t e  system; impacts on social, economic and ecological systems; the 
societal responses that are required and their cosrs and benefits; and the urgency for action. 
Recent theoretical developments in sociology suggea that sociai problems evolve in a 
process by which claims-maken determine whether an issue is "dangerous" and requires 
remedial action. This approach developed from Blurner, who felt that social problems were 
products of a process of collective defuiition instead of quantifable, objective conditions 
(Blumer, 1971, 298). The issue of human-induced c h a t e  change is not defined by indisputable 
objective conditions on changes in climate system alone but by a subjective process of dialogue 
involving claims-making by scientias/researchen, indunry, ENGOs, the media, govemments 
and the public. 
From this perspective, the dimate change issue is negotiated through a process of 
problem conceptualization from different frameworks. Individu& and groups have different 
uworldviewsn or framework of assumptions and priorities that provide the backdrop for how 
they discover, interpret, defuie and solve an issue. These rarionalities are not necessady 
preferable over one another, but since they are different they may lead to contested positions on 
the issue. 
Fixhhoff and Fuhy (1983, 191) outhed the need to understand the "mental world" of 
participants involved in the dimate change issue to develop a cooperative response. 'Ibq. 
described how the conceptuai 'frameworksn of various groups is limited and cultures have 
different ways of perceiving and understancihg the c h a t e  change issue. These differences 
influence worlàviews and affect basic amunptions, the interpretation of facts, judgmg of 
certainfy, idenutyuig of solutions and anion options, defining priorities and anticipating and 
mlving conflicts. A survey eiiciting infoimation on clirnate change knowledge and beliefs 
would contribute to understanding the claims-makers' positions. 
Hilgartner and Bosk (1988) developed a conceptual mode1 where public mention is 
assumed to be a scarce rmurce that is docated through cornpetition in a system of public 
arenas. A network of social groups cornpetes in these arenas to promote and conuol particular 
problems or even different ways of seeing the ' m e '  problem. Statements about social, 
environmental, politicai problems fmm claims-rnakiiig groups have a specific interpretation of 
reality from a pluraiity of possibilities. Which 'reality' cornes to dominate public discourse has 
profound implications for the furure of the ...p roblem, for the interest groups involveci, and for 
policf (Hilgartner, and Bosk, 1988,58). 
Ungar (1994, 289) suggested that since political discourse is not neutral, research using 
w e y  instruments to describe beliefs and opinions on environmentai issues should tap into and 
present the positions of different claims-makers inaead of framing the issues in objective and 
n e u d  ways as in standard p o b g  practices. Thereby, the contested positions and relationships 
in the political debate can be revealed Polhg information on the public cm mesh with 
positions in the political &bate. This study audits the dimare change beliefs of txo  social groups 
or 'claims-makers" -- ENGOs and energy-related industry - to unâemand their framing of the 
issue of climate change. 
Successful handling of a conmversid environmental issue such as dimate change 
involves considering the preferences and beliefs of key groups that have a aake in the outcome 
of the issue when formulating response arategies Preeman, 1984, in West et d., 1992, 1 12). An 
audit of key social groups can improve un&manding of the strategic implications of pattern of 
agreement and disagreement (West a d., 1992) which may aid in consensus building and 
successful implementation of poiicy in this contest ed "arena". 
1.1 Choice of Claims-making Groups 
Previous midies surveying beliefs of dimate change frequentiy focused on the iay public 
and experts. Undemmding the level of awareness, the perceptions, and conceptualizations of 
climate change of these groups was used to improve communication on clirnate change (Bell, 
1994; Changnon a A., 1992; Harrison et af., 1996; Henderson-Seliers, 1990; Jaeger a al., 1993; 
Kempton, 1991a,b; Lofstedt, 1992; 1993; Read et al., 1994; Slade, 1990; Staats et al., 1996). This 
study is unique in that it focuses on two socid groups, ENGOs and the energy-related indutry 
who are kq, to daitmmaking on c h a t e  change. These groups cornmunicate to develop public 
awareness and undemanding, and negotiate to set political agendas on the ciimate change issue. 
In the only published nudy using simiiar groups, Kempton and Craig (1993) inte~ewed 
European enviromend policy r n h  (govemment, scientist, multinational representatives, 
and ENGOs) to elicit their views, motivations and d u e s  on prornoting strong action on clirnate 
change. 
Through a nwey instrument, this study will ny to ascenain if there are sunilarities and 
differences in c h a t e  change awareness, knowledge, information needs, and belief in 
1psp0nsibilit-y for action h e e n  the nvo groups. In addition to climate change questions, the 
w e y  explores how the groups view th& relationship to nature and the environment and 
science and technology (Fischhoff and Furby, 1983, 191). These underlylig "worldviewsn guide 
relxionships and help defme goals. For example, different social conceptions of nature translate 
to or impact on the practice of environmental newardship or management and affect strategies 
for human development (Colby, 1989,5). 
The two socid groups are expected to have different ecological uworldviews", dimate 
change beliefs, and daims-making positions. The ENGO focus is protectlig the environ men^ 
they will have a bwer tolerance for the threat of humancaused climate change. The "evidence" 
that science has presented to date is convincing. They are likely to exhibit more certainty on 
dimate change occuning, expect more risks due to c h a t e  change and advocate mitigation 
(reduction of greenhouse gases) to 'fa" climate change. For the energy induary, the science h a  
too many uncertaintin. There are senous rnisgivings because action on climate change has 
serious implications for their business interests. The energy-related indusuy representatives will 
question the certainty of clirnate change and associated impacts. By choosing two groups, energy 
indunry and ENGOs, wnh potentiaiiy divergent dimate change beliefs and environmentai 
vaiues, significant differences may be reveded 
1.2 Goais and Objectives of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to explore the human dimension of the chnate change issue 
- beliefs, vaiues, worldviews and actions of people or groups involved Li the issue rather than 
following a naturai science perspective of detecting climatic changes or modelling ciimate system 
responses. 
The objem of the nudy are to: 
Audit the beliefs on dimate change of ENGOs and the energy industry 
through a nwey instrument; 
Audit the environmental values of ENGOs and the energy industry; and 
Ascenain the n m  of the underlying beliefs and environmental values and 
determine wherher there are differences and sunilarities b e e n  the two 
groups that may guide the framing of the dimate change issue and their 
c b m a k i n g .  
Chapter two reviews l i reme in a number of thematic areas relevant to the study. 
Research on human chmensions of climate diange is briefiy surveyed for context. Theories 
relevant to the study of attitudes, beliefs and vaiues are presented Paradigms and worldviews 
are described The environmental sociology literature on sociai movements and environmental 
orientation is used to develop the measures for determinhg environmentai d u e s  and associateci 
worldviews of respondents. n i e  concept of claims-maken and their roles in the process of 
negotiating climate change as an environmentai issue are developed from social conaructionism 
theory. A review of nudies on dimate change attitudes, beliefs and knowledge guided the 
developrnent of the survey insuument, its analysis and the conceptuai framework for comparing 
the beliefs of the two groups. 
In Chapter three, rnethods used in the snidy are outiined The questions and their 
purpose with respect to the fmework considering the respondents' climate change awareness, 
knowledge, responsibility for action, and information needs are described. Methods for data 
anaiysis are outlined 
Red t s  from the survey instrument are presented in Chapter four. The framework 
considering the respondents' &mate change awareness, knowledge, responsibility for action, and 
information needs is used to compare the claims-making groups. The environmental values and 
the worlâviews of ENGOs and industry groups are analysed and compared to their dimate 
change beliefs. The contribution of the mdy to understanding Canadian beliefs on dimate 
change is presented in the f~ chapter. Future research needs are a b  described The nwey 
instrument used in the study to obtain the piimary data is found in Appendk A (the back 
CHAPTER2 
TWRE REVIEW 
2.1 H u m  Dimensions of Uimate Change 
Initdy, dimate change due to an "enhanced greenhouse effectn was not framed as a 
humancaused problem related to behaviours, choices and negotiation w i t h  social systems 
(e.g., economic development, energy consumption and land use change) but as a physical 
problem caused by changing atmospheric cheminry d t e ~ g  the radiation balance of the climate 
system (Boulding, 1983). Research focused on *defming the physical problem* by modeIling the 
global climate F e m  to project chat ic  changes and detecting the atmospheric chemistry and 
c h a t e  changes (Boer er al, 1992; Hansen et al, 1983; 1984; IPCÇ 1990a; Manabe and 
W e t h d 4  1975; 1987; McFarlane a d, 1992; Schlesinger and Zhao, 1988). Eady social science 
contributions reflected this orientation. However, contributions have been made in emission 
scenario development, econornic and social assessment in dimate impact studies, Limitation and 
adaptation strategy development and costing (IPCC, 1990b; 199 1; 1992). 
Once dimate impact assessment advanced beyond doubllig of carbon âioxide (2xCOJ 
implications, sociwconomic scenarios were required to underpin the greenhouse gas and 
aerosol emission scenarios used in climate modelling. Projections of population growth, 
economic &elopment, and energy use and mix were developed into six PCC IS92 emission 
scenarios (Leggett et ai., 1992). The four new IPCC SRES 'scenario families" have progressed 
beyond "projections" to "futures visions*. They incorporate societal c hoices on divergent 
tendencies such as arong economic or arong environmental values and increasing globalhion 
or regionaikation. The scenarios iudude demographic (low to hi& growth), economic 
(&materiahion, income equity), politicai (globalization or local focus), technology (new, 
efficient technology, clan technology), and societd (environmental, social, econornic 
nistainability, pemnd wealth focus) futures (IPCC-TGCIA, 1999). Now, climate change 
moâelling is frarneâ within societal decision-making contexts. 
Early c h a t e  change impact assessments focused on "fm order" biophysical impacts 
and incorporateci linle d u a t i o n  of the economic and social implications PCC, 1990b; Kates a 
al, 1985). HazarhLifluenced research on c h a t e  variability and extremes, societal vuherability 
and resilience, and mechanisms for adjunment Lifonned dimate change impact assessments 
@mon a al, 1993; Wamdr and Riebsame, 1983). For example, in agricultural impact 
assessment, ideas on idenufyuig potentiai adaptation suategies or human responses to dimate 
change emerged. The goai was not to develop nrategies for action on clirnate change impacts 
but to improve the assessment of net impacts (Pany and Carter, 1988; Smit, 1993; Srnit and 
Srnithers, 1996). Education and public information for common understanding and the 
translation of scientific knowledge for decision-making and policy makhg emerged as important 
concems from the impact assessment community. These topics become puridarly important 
when recognizing the need for human behavioural change in addition to technologid solutions 
(Chen ad., 1983; PCC,  1991). 
In th& 1983 chapter "Psychologicd dimensions of climatic changen, Fischhoff and 
Furby o u h e  questions on the human dimension of climate change that are germane today and 
provide guidance for this thesis. Survey instruments and other methods can be used to fmd out: 
Various groups' undemanding of dimate change facts. How much do thq 
know? What are their areas of weakness? How is cornpetence developed? 
How can values be elicited to inform the debate? What are the groups' value 
assumptions? Whar worid oudooks do they represent and what are the 
interem they favour? 
Where are potential conflicts? 
What do people know and think of climate Nk? 
What information do people want? 
Answers to oiany of these questions will help in the decision-making process as people cope 
with the uncertakity, risk and competing claims of climate change. 
N d  science researchen involved in climate change audies were sensitive to the fact 
that their work should inform poiicy but should not be policy prescriptive. This reflects the 
'rational" view of the n d  sciences. It is pertinent when eaablishing c h a t e  change as an 
environmental problem but is no longer relevant when research is required to help fornulate 
and implement solutions. Risk perception, decision-makmg with uncertainry, equity and 
distributive issues and ~stainability become important. h e v e r ,  the socid construction of 
climatc diange risk and decision-making associated with it has received lirtle attention (Rayner 
and Mdone, 1998a,b). Lofstedt (1995, 83) observed "[tlhe technological fur and the dangers of 
studying lifestylcs arguments ignore the r d t y  that most environmentai problems may be 
considered to be d a l l y  conmcted and in order to properly combat them intrinsic knowledge 
of people's understanding of cenain environmentai problems are required". Attitudes, beliefs 
and values related to climate change and its risks and the social feasibility of implementhg 
mitigation and adaptation responses are important areas of research. Dialogue between science 
and ciimate change policy-makers is essential for development of international and nationai 
climate change arategies; howwer, st&eholden/citizens (or those who will be affected by the 
impacts) need to be incorporated into the dialogue on policy decisions. Social science can bridge 
the gap b e e n  public opinion and expert debates. Kasemir et d. (2000) outline a number of 
social science perspectives that are king developed induding constructivist-realist debate, 
ecological detezmhism and socio-cultural autonomy, knowledge framhg, and social science 
methodologies to facilitate participation and demaratize environment al research. 
23 Beliefs, Attitudes, Vaiua, Worldviews and P d i g m s  
22.1 Beliefs. Attitudes a d  V a l w  
Beliefs are cognitive; the). reflect a person's thoughts about an object or situation and theù 
judgments about the likelihood of events or relationships. They are characterized by c e n d t y  - 
importance in the person's belief synem and by intemity - how suongly it is held "Primitive 
beliefs" are central to a belief syaem; they are deeply held, d y  questioned and are key 
determinants of behaviow (Gray, 1985 in Go&, 1995, 516). These beliefs are formed through 
dwct contact with objeas of belief or unquestioned extemal authority. "Derived beliefs" are 
built up from basic underiying beliefs (Oskamp, 1991). A person's beiiefs are not completely 
logical or rational but people's beliefs are based on ideas and concepts which seem to "go 
together" cornforrably from their subjective viewpoints rather than k i n g  derived by strict 
deductive logic. Inconsistencies or contdctions, "dissonance", cm be avoided by deniai, 
redefuiing concepts or other cognitive mechanisrns or refusing to think about the conflict. 
People n ive  for belief consistency (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980,23). 
Attitudes are inulnsically evduative in orientation and involve positive or negative feelings 
andtor emotions uiward an anitude object. They are affective (emotion-laden). A person's 
attitudes are the resuit of pan experiences (both vicarious and actual). Attitudes represent a 
readiness to respond in a favourable or unfavourable mannet to a partiCulx class of objects or 
situations. Attitudes function to help in understanding and knoming. Many attitudes help 
understand our world and make sense of occurrences mund us; they provide consinency and 
danty in explanation and interpretation of events. Attitudes also provide a f a d y  truthfd 
picnue of the workl but it is one that is meaningtül and understandable to the parti& 
individual who holds them. 
A value is an important life-goal, societal condition, or mode of conduct desired by a 
petson and defmes their standards in He. It encompasses broad abstract concepts such as 
peace, happinen etc., and also more concrete items such as money, or material possessions. 
Values are an end or a goal to arive for rather than a method or process to achieve it. 
Theoretical concepts nich as beliefs, attitudes and values are important in exploring 
motivation, ideological positions, cognition, and behaviour (Mohai, 1985). At the individuai level 
these concepts are used for eliciting and describing environmentai concem and modelling 
attitude-behaviour relationships (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1977; 1980). When aggregated as shared 
beliefs, values and attituâes for general groups (publics) the result is what is tenned a "social 
paradigmn or a "worldview" (Gooch, 1995, 514). These publics and their "worldview" have 
important roles in democratic discourse and public policy development (Oskamp, 1991). 
2.2.2 Paradigns and Worldviews 
Kuhn (1970, 174) used the concept paradigm to describe changes in scientific 
worldviews. The t e m  pandigm describes " ... a group's way of looking at the world, i d  entire 
consteiiation of beliefs, values, techniques and so on.. . " Pmdigms have been extended to the 
sociocultural level and applied to x ~ i e t d  perceptions of the relationship between society and 
the p h y d  environment; for example, to demonstrate the emergence of an environmentai 
movement (Pirages, 1977, 6 in Dunlop and Van Liere, 1984, 1013). Samdahl and Robertson 
(1989, 79) thought that these ideologicd belief systems may be the most pervasive source for 
gener;ning environmental concem. 
Paradigms are "logics" or "mental modelsn that are composed of beliefs, attitudes, 
vaiues, concepts, perceptions and practices that are widely shared within a community and which 
form a seü-consistent worlclview that is an impiicit, social construction of reality. Paradigrns 
idluence perceptions of and beliefs about how the world works physically, socially, 
economically and politicdiy and also guide and legitimatize courses of action (Cotgrove, 1982; 
Milbrath, 1989; Perlmutter and Trist, 1986 in Milbrath, 1989). The description by Cotgrove 
(1982,26-27 J3,82,88) illustrates the concept of paradigm. 
Society plays a crucial rok in knowledge development, in development of beliefs about 
how the world works and in value clarifkation, which ultimately develop into "paradigms" or 
ways of perceiving the world - "worldviews". When people agree about an 
object/phenomenon/action, they say they are dealing with it objectively; it may be mort 
accurate to say they are achieving inter-subjectivity - &y have reasonably similar beliefs 
(Milbrath, 1989). These people have a common worldview. When disagreements aise between 
groups, they often gmw out of clifferences in commonly held d u e s  and beliefs. But belief and 
value structures take many forms; they grow and change with t h e ,  and in this interchange 
paradigrnatic change enables humans to contest and adapt to a wide range of circumstances 
(Miibrath, 1989,58). 
A dominant social paradgm (DSP) is society's dominant, though not unived, belief 
structure that organizes individuals or, collectively, mieties', perceptions and inte'pretations of 
the world (Pirages, 1977, 6 in Dunlap and Van Liere, 1984). This worfdview consisting of a 
collection of n o m ,  
1995). At times these 
beliefs, values, and habits guides expectations and behaviour (Gooch 
paradigms "shift" because of crucial challenges to the worldview through 
an individuai's conflicting cognitions - 'dissonance" and didusionment with the prevailing 
worldview's ability to explain and lead to fruitfui interaction in the wodd Fundamental 
reorganization in beliefs and values ocw (Gooch, 1995). 
Some researchers in sociology suggest chere is a fundament paradigm shift undenvay in 
how humans perceive and interact with the environment. The DSP is being replaced by the 
T m  Enviromentai Paradigrn or New Ecological Paradigrnn (NEP) (Bengston, 1994; Buttel, 
1987; Catton, and Dunlop, 1978; 1980; Dunlap and Vm Liere, 1978; 1984). The western DSP, 
developed during the Indusuial Revolution, has an anthropocentric worldview wMe the NEP is 
an ecologicd worldview (Albrecht ad., 1982). 
The DSP-NEP cleavage in beliefs and values with different worldviews offers one means 
of comparlig two groups, ENGOs and e n e w  indusuy representatives and their knowleclge of 
and beliefs related to humancaused global climate change. The audit of ENGOs and energy 
indunry beliefs in this thesis may help understand the positions, advocacy and framligs of two 
groups involved in the climate change discoune. It is an effort at "... mapping contested 
positions ..." (üngar, 1994, 298). CumparUig beliefs, knowledge, and attitudes of aakeholder 
groups assists in the process of developing strategy. Often the degree of congruence in views of 
stakeholder groups influences poiicy choices and success of policy implementation. Even if 
there is consensus among stakeholder groups on policy goals there are often important 
ciifferences in the mechanisms of how to artah these gods. Patterns of agreement and 
disagreement are important in negotiating Nk and developing and irnplementing policy. 
"Attitude audits" provide arategic information (West ad, 1992). 
2.3 The Human-Environment Relationship 
A theme in I R e n n i ~  on environmcntal problems suggeas that the r w t  of the ecologicd 
crisis stems from society's vaditional values, beliefs and ideologies - the DSP (Catton and 
Dunlap, 1978, 1980; huilap and Vaii Liere, 1984; Gooch 1995). Environmental problerns aise 
because the DSP, developed in an e n  of abundance, may no longer be applicable in an era with 
growing recognition of ecological constraints. The ernerging environmentai rnovement calls for 
adoption of an altemative set of beliefs, values and iifestyles to secure a more harmonious 
relationship between humanklid and nature ( A l b d t  et rd., 1982). Sociological theory suggests 
that a mietal vaiue system may become maiadaptive if the conditions facing the society change 
(Dunlap and Van Liere, 1984, 1014). A more ecologically sustainable society needs a 
paradigrnatic shift from the DSP to an 'ecological worldview" (Dunlap and Van Liere, 1984). 
The fundamental shift to ecological d u e s  challenges the DSP attitudes, values and 
beliefs through which rnany in industrialid societies view the world (Dunlap and Van Liere, 
1978, 1984; Mdbrath, 1989). The DSP emphasizes economic growth, convol of nature, faith in 
science and tedinology, ample reserves of naturai resources, the su bstirutability of resources, 
cornmitment to lirnited govemment, emphasis on individualism and a dominant role for experts 
in âecision making. The NEP is bea caprured by the "spaceship Eanh" metaphor. This 
worldview includes sustainable development, iimits to growth, h o n y  with nature, skepticîsm 
toward scientific and technologicai fixes, finite natural resources, Lirnits to substitution, and 
suong emphasis on public involvement in decision &g (Albrecht a d., 1982; Bengnon, 
1994,515; Dunlap and Van Liere, 1984,1015; Milbrath, 1989,119). 
The DSP includes the belief that hurnans are separate from and domliate nature. The 
Dominant Western Worldview (Dww) extends this aswmption to beliefs in the irievitabilify of 
human progress and in technology as the vehicle of progress. Technology is the key to human 
domination over nature and affords protection from n a d  catastrophes (even those h m  
teduiology) (Arcwy a d., 1986). Since the social sciences developed during DWW some 
researchers feel that there is a @grnatic bias and Caton and Dunlap (1978; 1980) refer to the 
D W s  iduence on social theory as b a n  Exemptionalism Paradigm (HEP). In the NEP, 
humans are equai members of the n d  world (ecocentnc) d e r  than king distinct from 
name and exempt from n a d  laws (anthropocenuic). 'Ihe belief of Lievitable human 
Ldominacion of nature through use of tedinology is changiag to understanding limits imposed by 
nature and using them to provide a framework for living within. 
Dunlap and Van Liere (1978, 1984) operationaiized the NEP and developed a sa le  to 
maure  individual environmental worldview for the range DSP (or DWW/HEP) to NEP. The 
12-item NEP sale included broad issues such as limits to growth, humankind's relationship with 
nature, economic development and die environment, and balance of nature to test public 
acceptance of the NEP. Early attempts at connnicting scaies to mesure environmental 
attitudes/concem were not very successful since they used a large number of questions and 
often focused on specific aspects of environmental issues (e.g. overpopulation, poliution or 
energy). Van Liere and Dunlap (1980) reviewed the empirical evidence for hypothesized 
relationships between demographic and social variables and environmentai concern. Although 
age, education and plitical ideology were consistently, but modentely, associated aith 
environmental concern, they found limitai success in explaining the social bases of 
environmentai concem but thought cognitive detemiinants may prove more fruitful. Samdahl 
and Robertson (1989) also reporteci that underlying ideological belief structures (e.g. NEP) rriay 
be more informative than demographics. 
The NEP explores 'primitive beliefs" (Gebhardt and Lindsey 1995; Gooch, 1995), or 
more genenc envbnrnental dispositions (Albrecht a al., 1982). The NEP xale is designed to 
measure the extent to which people accept premises of the NEP as compared to DSP (Albredit 
ad., 1982) in a Likert scale of agreement or  disagreement wîth sfatements. The use of the NEP 
is appealmg because it har been subjected to mematic testing for &ility and validity 
( A l b d t  et d., 1982, 40; W a p  and Van Liere, 1978; 1984). Dunlop and Van Liere (1978) 
tested for response comistency, the extent to which severai individuai attitude items c m  be 
treated as an intemdy consistent and unidimensionai attitude scaie. While Dunlap and Van 
Liere (1978) found the %ale to be unidimensiond, Albrecht a al. 1982 found thar the NEP had 
three distinct attitudlid domains 'baiance of nature", "iimits to growthn and "man over nature". 
Distinguishuig bnween domains is important because people can hold multiple perspectives and 
idenufy to varying degrees wRh ddferent orientations toward the environment (Gebhardt and 
Lindsey, 1995). There is a possibihy of a mixed response; people can endorse some elements of 
NEP and rejecr othen (Dunlap and Van Liere 1984; Albrecht ad., 1982). 
The NEP has been used in a nurnber of nudies. It has been used to nirvey general 
environmentai attitudes (Blarkie, 1992; Gebhardt and Lindsey, 1995; Noe and Snow, 1990). The 
NEP was the metric for ecologicai woridnew that was cornbined with sociodemographic factors 
to maiyse knowledge of environmentai problems in the general public or interest groups (Amuy 
1990; Arcury a d., 1986; Gooch, 1995; Steger et d., 1989; Stem a d., 1995). Researchen have 
tested the scale's unidimensionality (Albrecht et d., 1982; Geler and Lasley, 1985; Noe and 
Snow, 1990) and applied it as a variable in environmentai behaviour modeliing (Mohai, 1985; 
Samdahl and Robertson, 1989; Steel, 1996). 
2.4 Social Constnictionist Context 
Traditiody many envi romta1  problerns have been defmed from the objectivist 
penpective whm science is perceived as objective, rasional, value-neutral and apolitical. In this 
paadigm, environmental risk was a quantifiable, objective, physical entity that existed 
independently of humans who assess it and experience its effects (Kaibfleisch, 1992; Thompson 
and Raynor, 1998% b). Social connnictionism proposes that environmental problems, Nk and 
solutions are ultimady s o d y  assernbled h o u &  a dynamic process of defuiition, articulation, 
legitlnization and action or 'clallns-making' (Spector and Kitsuse, 1977; Hannigan, 1995; 
Thompson and Raynor, 1998% b). The different values, beliefs and goals of claims-maken mean 
that there c m  be seved legitimate conceptions of any risk at one Ume. The fates of potential 
environmental problems are govemed not only by theu objective natures but also by a highly 
selective process in which they compete with one mother for public attention and societd 
resources Wgartner and Bosk, 1988,57). 
The social constructionism can be usehl as a theoretical position and an analytical tool 
as w d  (Best 1989b in Hannigan, 1995, 34). Three foci can be applied to audymg problems 
from this perspective: the nature of the claims, the daims-maken and the claims-making process 
@-Iannigan, 1995). k u g h  a survey instrument to obtain information on c h a t e  change beliefs 
and environmental values, this thesis distinguishes becween two types of claims-maken, ENGOs 
and energy Lidwry representatives, while Livestigating th& climate change claLN and th& 
position in claims making. 
2.4.1 The Ciabm 
Rhetonc is the deliberate use of language to persuade. Grou& warrants, and 
conclusions are the three principal components of rhetorical aatements. Grounb are the basic 
fms or data that shape the daims-making discourse. There are three elements. First, definitions 
set the boudaries or domain of the problem; they give an orientation and serve as a guide to 
interpretation. Citing examples, such as defining victims, rnake it easier for publics to idenufy 
with affected people or regions. Lastly, numeric estimates are appraisals of the magnitude of the 
problem so that its importance and potential for p w t h  can be established Warrants are 
justifications for action developed from arguments based on the hLtorical past, modty  and 
basic rights and freedoms. Conclusions defme the action needed to alleviate or eradicate the 
social problem. In the eady stages of claims rnaking when groups are polarized and activists less 
experienced, rhetoric based on values or moraiity can be effective. However, when groups are 
more sophisticateâ, informeci and action-oriented in later nages of the claims-making process, 
rhetonc of rationality is more successful. For example, the concrete, personai benefits of action 
are detailed in policy agendas. 
2.4-2 The Claims-makers 
Claims-makers can be affiliated to specific organizations, social movements, professions 
or interest groups and they assume the important role of constructing social problems. The 
medical profession&, engineers, scientists, politicians, public interest groups, law Fums, civil 
servants and the media can undertake these roles (Ben, 1989; Kitsuse ad., 1984). In the process 
of aniculating claims, these people c m  represent their own interests or those of third parties. 
Their beliefs and values are important in defining the claims and the daims-making process. 
2.4.3 The Claims-- Process 
Debates on risks take place in the 'contested terrain' of public arenas such as the courts, news 
media, social action groups, research community, govemments, and interest groups where these 
socid problems are framed and grow. In these institutions, the social problems are discussed, 
selected, defmed, fframed, dramatizeci, packageci, and presented to the public. But the public 
space for these problems is liniited at the LWnitiond and individuai level thereby leading to 
compezition. Ungar (1994) recommended that researchen should map the contested positions 
of advocacy groups; this research tries to undemand the contested temin h e e n  ENGOs and 
energy-related business elites. 
Hilganner and Bosk (1988) developed a conceptual mode1 that described 'arenas' where 
potential social problems compete for mention, legitimacy and societal rexiurces and where the 
ideas of importance and a problem are 'essenuaily contested' concepts. The 'arenas' are used to 
depict the evolution of problem definition and to examlie the effect of those arenas on the 
evolution of social problems and the acton who are daims-makers. Public attention is assumed 
to be a scarce resource that is allocated through cornpetition in a syaern of public arenas. 
Factors that are imponant to successful cornpetition include: 1) drama, 2) 'gatekeepen' that 
control the flow of messages to audiences, 3) institutions and social networks and their influence 
and the interrelationships where problems are framed and publidy presenteâ, and 4) agenda 
setting. Through these processes the collective definition of concem is developed but only a 
limiteci number of problems can become dominant because of synem canylig capacity. There is 
a nnwork of social groups who compete to promote and conml particular problems. Research 
questions of interest include what are the rivai claims of daims-maken and what are the 
concerns and interests of the clairns-makea (Hannigan, 1995,37). 
Scientific understanding of global environmentai rGks is genedy sufficient to formulate 
contingencies but it is not suffcient to provide definitive porcrayais of causes and effects. As a 
result scientific controversies develop. In the pan they have been contested in the sciendic 
arena wirh known d e s  and a lLnited number of participants. Increasingly, scientific 
controveaies are makmg it ont0 the public agenda via the mass media There are many more 
clairns-makers participating in the dialogue since they r& that the environmental situation 
may affect th& inrerests. More interpretations and more interest groups are drawn into the 
debates. Through t h  procea, environmentai Nks are king conaructed sociaily rather than 
through direct expenence and science rationality. Epiaernic cornmunities are a network of 
experts who share beliefs about cause-and-effect relationships and who hold common vaiues 
about preferred public action. Under conditions of xientific conuoversy, (and uncextainfy) 
severai epkternic communities compete wRh one another, for example, ENGOs and the energy 
industxy (Godard, 1992,242). 
2.5 Understanding Beliefs on Climate Change 
Surveys have explorcd ciimate change perceptions, opinions, knowledge, undentanding, 
beliefs and determinants of action. These audies have been developed using various 
perspectives induhg a socid demogaphia framework, information flow from n d  sciences 
to laypemns, and a mentai models approach. Sociosulturai processes are king incorporatecl 
into dimate perception and attitude research @&&y, 2000) but concepts such as claims- 
maken and claims-making h m  social constructionism theory have not been used as the 
framing for a nudy. An oveMew of research approaches is provided here but specific research 
results are dixussed in the context of the findings of this study in Chapter 4. 
Among the mon studied with respect to c h a t e  change beliefs have been the generai 
public (Boarom a d., 1995; Berk and Schuiman, 1995; Krosnick and Visser, 1997; Krosnick ti 
d., 199 8; 2000; Rebetez, l996), educated lay people penderson-Seilen, 1990; Read er d., 1994), 
experts/xientists (Bray and von Storch, 1999; Changnon et rd., 1992; Slade, 1990) and audents 
(Gowda et A., 1997; McDaniels a ai., 1996; Bulkeley, 2000). ENGOs and energy indwry 
representatives are w e y e d  Li this thesis to contribute c h a t e  change perspectives of important 
groups participating in the policy debate. 
Sampiing methods Li previous audies have ranged from opportunity sarnples (Lofstedt, 
1992; 1993; Read a d., 19941, self-selection (Henderson-Sellers, 1990; Mortah et a(., 2000) and 
random samphg @rd ad., 1998; Jaeger a A., 1993; Staats a al., 1996). Many of the sampling 
frames are smd partidarly those which have relied on focus groups. 
Various cross-national audies have investigated the publics of Russia, Uruguay, Bdgaria, 
Sweden, UK, USA, Austria, NZ, AusVaia, Germany, Po~tugal, Brazd, Mexico, Netherlanb and 
Swiuerland with respect to climate change usually these have been small-scale audies. Dunlap 
(1998) reported resuits of one of the few largescale nvveys of iay publics in six nations (Canada, 
US, Mexico, Bmd,  Portugal and Russia). In Canada, there have been few studies. Md)aniels a 
d. (1996) explored student perceptions of ecological risks due to global environmentai change 
and Mortsch ad. (2000) surveyed participants in the Canada Counay Snidy (CCS) for beliefs of 
an 'infomed" group. Numerous polls and focus groups have been conducted for the opinions 
of the Canadian public on environmentai issues including dimate change (Cheney, 1998; 
Environin Research Group Ltd, 1998; F e n d ,  1992; Lagacé, 1997; Poilara, 1998; Synergistics, 
1992); Canadian business executives have been surve yed (COMPAS, 1998). 
Researdiers use surveys wnh sfnictured and open-ended questions, interviews and focus 
groups ro coliect prirnary data. Some use iocus groups to develop survey instruments 
(O'Connor ei d., 1997); othen use an interview or focus group for more detailed foilow-up after 
a w e y  (Bull<eley, 2000, Hamson a d., 1996; Henderson-Sellers, 1990) while others rely entirely 
on focus groups (Kasemir ad., 2000). 
Empirical qualitative audies are common. Kempton (199 la,b) conducted ethnographie 
i n t e ~ e w s  on how ordlnary US citizens conceptualize global c h a t e  change and make vaiue 
judgements about it; lay r e d t s  were contrasted with experts. Harrison et al. (1996) compared 
environmental knowledge and prwnvùonmental behaviour in a cross-cultural audy of publics 
in UK and Netherlands. Lofstedt (1992, 1993) conducted i n t e ~ e w s  for c h a t e  perceptions in 
Austria and Sweden. Bulkeley (2000) used focus groups for detailed follow-up with A& 
students subsequent to questionnaires administered to nudents and parents. Boarom a al 
(1994) used mental mode1 inteniews. Kasemir a al. (2000) used focus groups in several 
Europem cities as a partiapatory technique to elicit citizens' perspectives on climate change and 
energy use as part of the Urban Lifestyles, Sustainability and Integrated Environmental 
Assenment (ULYSSES) project. 
Many hidies apply the 'uiformation deficit rnodel" of public undemanding and action. 
The pubiic needs to be given more knowledge about environmental problems/risks to ennire 
that dey take action (Bulkeley, 2000,316). Scientifically deterrnined rLks of climate change have 
to be communicated to lay audiences for appropnate action or sanctionhg of policies. A barrier 
to action is lack of understanding of the causes of h a t e  change (Boarom ad., 1994; Lofstedt, 
1991; 1995; Read et al., 1994) 
C h e  change nwey red t s  have been used to improve the design of communication 
and public awareness strategies (Gonzalez and da Silveira, 1997; Hendenon-Sebers). Stamm a d. 
(200û) addressed public understanding of global warming as a m a s  communication problem. 
The study explored media contributions to public understanding, the public's ciimate change 
knowledge, salience of the issue and respondents willingness to support policy initiatives to deai 
with globai watming. Influence on public of media has been explored through their discourse 
(Bell, 1994) or assessing effectiveness of a mas media campaign or media event in changing 
opinions d o r  behaviow (Krosnick a d., 2000; Staats et al., 1996). Staats a al. (1996) 
evaluated the effectiveness @re- and poa- surveys) of a Dutch mass media carnpaign on chmate 
change that uied to motivate behaviour change. Krosnick a ai. (1998; 2000) found the 1997 US 
campaign on chnate change made no discernible influence on overall national public opinion 
but found changes in beliefs and attitudes depending on political affiliation (Democrat or 
Repu blican). 
Most research on attitudes about clirnate change focuses on how people think about 
chnate change rathu than their behaviod intentions. Jaeger et al. (1993) focused on 
perceptions, concem and action on climatic change and tri4 to predict environmental action. 
O'Connor a d. (1997; 1998a,b; 1999a,b) used measures of knowledge and environmentai 
orientation to predict iisk perception of climate change and wihgness to sacrifice (denoted by 
agreement with doing certain things) in audents and the generai public. 
2.6 Summvy 
The literature review explored various themes. The "human" component of dimate 
change research has been overshxbwed by a mniral sciences focus but as the &mate change 
issue evolves from problem definition to problem solving the social sciences become more 
relevant. Concepts such as beliefs, values, paradigms and worlàviews help explain the mental 
world of people. Panicularly relevant is the literature on environmental movements and 
meanirement of environmental concem as a rneans of differentiating between groups based on 
worldviews. Social constmctionism provides a uselul perspective that environmental problems 
are not n e c d y  &nved from objective physical conditions alone but also develop through 
sociai discourse. The c b a t e  change issue is not the sole domain of 'experts" who transfer 
knowledge of Nks and solutions to publics. Other s i a l  groups, claims-makers, contea and 
negotiate if the environmentai issue is r d ,  identifiable and intrinsicdy harrnful. EmpLical 
audies on climate change beliefs focused on Iay publics, experts and nudents often using the 
"information defcit model". The underlying beliefs of key groups involved in c h a t e  change 
discourse as claims-makers have not been explored This has informed the design of the 
empincai study describecl in the following chapter. 
CHAPTER3 
H METHODOLOGY 
ENGOs and energy-related indus~y representatives are audited through a survey 
instrument composed of structureci questions. The elements in the w e y  are not used for 
predictive modeiiing but are used to describe and bener understand the c h a t e  change beliefs of 
~o key groups. The survey questions explore the underlying environmental values and c h a t e  
change beliefs and knowledge that influence the discourse beween these different clairns- 
making groups in constnicting the 'Nk' of climare change. AR there similatities; are there 
differences between the groups? Ungar (1994, 298) provided direction for this research by 
recornrnendlig the use of survey instruments to describe beliefs and opinions on environmental 
issues in order to present the positions of different daims-making groups. He argued that since 
political discourse is not neuuai, the "contested terrain" of clairns-makhg on an environmental 
issue (e.g., climate change) should be described so tha lay people and policy-maken could see 
themselves in relationship to the issue and the ideas and positions that have been articulateà 
3.1. Design of the Survey Instrument 
The clirnate change portion of the nwey instrument was developed from the Mid 
Atlantic Regional Assessment (MARA) and the Canada Country Study (CCS) questionnaires. An 
empirical case nudy of different beliefs on acid rain bnween Canadians and Americans reponed 
by Steger a d. (1989) provided w e y  questions for environmentd attitudes (NP), 
preservationist&velopmentalist identification and trust in science and technology. 
In the US National Assessment, the MARA developed a nationd survey that has been 
applied in c h a t e  change perception midies (Bord et d., 1997; 1998,2000; O'Connor a d., 1997; 
1998a,b; 1999a,b). This questionnaire was developed h u g h  a series of focus groups and 
pretested with 668 students and 106 addts (Bord ad., 1997; O'Connor et d., 1999a,b). It was 
used in a pre- and pst-workshop anal+ for MARA and in a national survey of the general 
public (Bord ad., 1998; Fisher &al, 1997). 
In 1997, the MARA pre- and pst-survey instruments were modif~ecl for the 
application ( M o d  a al., 2000). The goal of the CCS research was to understand the beliefs of 
an "informed" group consking of govemment scientists, acdemics, indusuy representatives 
and stakehokien that panicipated in the CCS. The nwey was designed to provide information 
on awareness, undemanding and action on climate change and contribute to climate change 
communKation between experts and the public. Eight questions from the MARA nirveys were 
retained; some were aitered to reflect the Canadian contexr and idioms. Additional questions on 
frequency and length of exposue to the climate change issue, knowledge of climate change, 
chate change information needs, and perceptions on responsibility for action were developed 
or used from the literature (Henderson Sellen, 1990; Read er d., 1994). Arniry et d. (1986) 
recommended that estimates of respondents' knowledge of environmental problerns be 
developed using questions with right and wrong answen rather than using self-reponed 
estimates of knowledge. In this w e y  IPCC documents were used to determine answen for the 
causes of ciimate change knowledge question but the necessaty hpiicity and lack of 
ambiguousness in the questions make them open to interpretation. 
These m&ed w e y  instruments were pre-tested on a smd opponunity sample of 
Environment Canada staff and changes were made to improve darity and flow. Two hundred 
and hty-nine English and French pre- and pst-symposium questionnaires were sent out; 95 
people responded to the pre-symposium w e y  and 87 people responded to the poa- 
symposium survey. Some questions in this ~ w e y  were modified from the "lessons leamed" 
h m  the CCS survey. 
For this mdy, a few questions that addressed types of action to respond to ciimate 
change were removed h m  the CCS pre- and postnirvey. The remaining questions from the 
pre- and post-symposium questionnaire were combineci into one Lwument. Questions on 
environmental values Pm EnWonmental Paradigm (NEP), developmentalist-preservationist 
identification and science and technology orientation) were incorporated from the literature 
(Steger d, 1989). The framework outiined in Table 3.1 describes the kq. themes and 
associated attributes or factors that were used to develop the questions and guide data andysis 
3.1.1 Charactert~fics of the G m u ~  e 
ai and Demom~hic Attribues 
The Qmogaphic information collected serves to 'defme' the respondents nweyed and 
compare this group wirh other samples and surveys. In previous research, environmental 
concems seem to be more widespread among women han men; this may be due to gender- 
specific vdue orientations (Samdail and Robertson, 1989). Education may increase scient& 
literacy since people are more likely to have been exposed to scientific concepts making it easier 
to gather and understand science-based information about current environmental issues (Jaeger 
ad, 1993). 
Environmental Value 
This survey uses questions that proviàe insight into environmental goals (as in the CCS) 
plus additionai questions to detemilie the environmentai vaiues of the respondents; the latter 
are used as a method to differentiation between ENGOs and indusuy representatives. 
New Ecologicai Paradi Questions. For this nwey a subset of six of the 
original twelve NEP questions were used (Dunlap and Van Liere, 1978). Steger a al (1989), 
Arniry a d. (1989, Steel (1996) and Continental Group (1982 in Steger a al, 1989) have aise 
used the shonened &question version and reported resuits that w a e  vimdy identicai as the 12- 
Table 3.1 Framewotk for Surveying Rcspondents on CiMate Change 
Theme Atîribute Question 




of midence QI8 
environmental values New Ecologicd Paiacûgm (NEP) QI0 




awareness of issue lengh of exposure Qla 
frequency of exposu re to information Q 1 b Q 1 c 
perceived risk Q2a 
cenainty of c h u e  change Q k W  
agreement amongst experts Q7 
Theme Factor Question 
knowledge of issue causes of climate change Q5 
impacts of dimate change or  peireption Qtb, Zc, 43 
of risk 
memes Link to climare change Q, 
rniligdtion and adaptation op60ns None 
action on climare change who is responsible for action @ - 
need for &ion (3 
preference for rnitigation or adaptation None 
regularoly or voluntary rneasures None 
cercainy of need for action QI, 
type of action (long-tenn and short- None 
types of action by F e d d  government, 8 None 
provincial government and individuais 
climse change information Needs: 
needs atmospheric science Qid 
detection of trends Qld 
impacts Qld 
adaptation nntegies Qid 
mitigation nmtegies Qld 
seifdisdosure on how weli informed Q8 
question version. Use of the NEP questions is appeahg since it has been gternatically tested 
for reiiabiiity and validity (Duniap and Van Liere, 1978). Albrecht a ab. (1982) found that the 
scaie was reliable but not unidimensional; there are three dimensions: balance of nature, limits to 
growth and man over nature (see Table 3.2). 
Table 3.2 List of NEP Questions 
Quedon Dimension 
The b h c e  of nature is very delicate and earily upset by humui BalYice of NaniR 'Oa axiviries 
lob The Eanh is Wu a spaceship with only k e d  m m  and resources Limits to Growth 
1Oc P h t s  md Yiimals do not exist pnmanly for human use Man over Njture 
Modifyvig the environment for human use seldom causes serious Bd;mce of NmR 
loci pmblems 
10e There are no l t n i t s  io growth for nations like Cana& Limits to Growth 
lof Humyikind wa created to d e  over the rest of n a m  Man over Nature 
Attitudes Toward Science and Technologr. In the ecological p d g m ,  researchen have 
hypothesized that dltnin of science and technology is a pr~nvironmental position (Albrecht, 
1982; Arcury, 1986; Geler and Lasley, 1985; Milbrath, 1989). Respondents were asked whether 
they agreed or disagreed with the aatements Listed in Table 3.3. A five-point Liken scde that 
ranged h m  'suongiy agreen to "srrongly disagreen was used (Steger a al., 1989). The answers 
were summed (with an inverse weighting for the fim question) to develop an indicator of 
attitude toward science and technoiogy. A h& score (1 1 to 15) suggests skepticimi for the 
capabilities of science and technology to address environmental concems and resource 
management issues; a low score (3 to 7) suggests the opposite. 
Table 3.3 Attitudes Toward Science and Technology 
Question weigh* 
1 ta Technology wdi solve problems from shonages of natural resources SA (1) and SD (5) 
People would be better off if rhey lived a more simple life without 
Ilb sornuchtechnology SA (5) and SD (1) 
Future rientific research is more kely to cause problems han to 
l lC fimi solutions SA (5) and SD (1) 
Preservationist-Developmentalist Identification. Respondents had to choose, which of 
the statements iisted in Table 3.4 moa closely reflects their opinion. Each statement tries to 
capture the range from a arong preservationia to a strong developmentalin perspective (Steger 
et d., 1989). This identifcation will be used to test differences becween ENGO and energy- 
related indunry worldviews on how rnuch to preserve naturai resources as opposed to utilize 
them for economic growth. 
Awareness of the Issue of Climate Change 
A series of questions were used to determine the frequency and length of contact 
respondents have had with the issue of dimate change and assess their beliefs on the perceived 
urgency and certainty of ciimate change. Questions on the certainty of climate change and 
infonnedness were adapted from an A u d a n  survey (Henderson-Selles, 1990). Frequency of 
contact with the issue was included to determine how often respondents deai with the issue of 
c h a t e  change (not just simply whether or not they had heard of it). 
3.1.2 Components of Outcornes 
Knowledge of the Climate Chang- Issue 
ResponQnts were asked to indicate whether various causes (incluàing 
pollution/emissions, aerosol spray, driving cars, chernical pesticides, coal and oil use and tropical 
Table 3.4 Preservationist-Developmentalist Survey Questions 
Statcmmt Identification 
The oniy considenrion in d e c i h g  wtut to do wirh nanid Stmng 13a resoures and the environmen should be what d contribute mon DevelopmendLt to the gmwth of the econony 
The p w t h  of the economy should be the most important but not 
13b the only considemion in &adhg what to do with natucd resources 
and the environment 
Protection of the environment and the growth of the economy 
13c should be given quai considention in deciding what to do wirh the 
environment and resources 
Protection of the environment is the mon Lnponuit but not the 3d only considemtion in deciding whm to do with rwtural resouKes Preservationist 
The oniy consideration in de~iding whac to do with mtud Strong 
resourcer should be the preseivation of the envimnment Preservationist 
forest destruction) were a major cause of ciimate change, minor cause, or not a cause of climate 
change. This question assesses knowledge of the c a w s  of climate change, and includes incorrect 
causes to detemilie if confusion and misinformation exin. If beliefs are false, then a 
knowledge-based probkm exists that wiU need to be addressed through public educarion or 
other rnethods. This question was adapted from Read et al (1994) and Henderson-SeUers (1990). 
Other questions induded in this section addressed the h h g e  between dimare change and 
extreme events, the potenual increase in globai temperature due to chate  change and the 
impacts of climate change. 
One question tried to determine respondents' beliefs on who is responsible for action. 
This question meastues attribution of responsibility for climate change Mion and will provide 
information on whether "doing something about ciimate change" is a govemment, individual, 
business, researcher or ENGO responsibility. 
Clirnae Chanee Information Needs 
Respondents were asked to disclose how well infonned they felt about ciimate change or 
aunosphenc processes, impacts or consequences of clLnate change, adaptations to respond to 
climate change, limitation strategies to reduce or slow ciimate change, and detection of cîimate 
change. This question also gives us an idea of how uiformed the respondents perceive they are. 
Another question identified seven c h a t e  change information categories, e.g. scientific 
background, straregies for adaphg to clirnate change, social and economic impacts and 
respondents were invited to grade the level of additional information rquired on a scde h m  
'no more' to 'much more' information. This question was adapted from Hendenon-Selien 
(1990). 
3.2 Sampling ENGO and Energy-related Industry Groups 
Participants for the mdy were ~cruited from environmental non-governmental 
organu;uions (ENGOs) or energy-related indusuies. Membership lists on Intemet sites for key 
industry and ENGO associations were used to develop the disuibution list for the nwey. 
Canadian contact people and th& addresses were abstacted from the organUations' Intemet 
contact information. The mailuig lists from the Fim Chmate Change Communication 
conference oune 1998) and the report by Andrey and Hadiey (1995) were also used for relevant 
ENGO and e nergy-relared i n d q  representatives. 
One hundred and eighty-eight names with Canadian addresses were compiled from the 
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers, Petroleum Communication Founckon, The 
C d  Association of Canada, Action By Canadians on Ciimate Change, and the Voluntay 
Chdenge and Regktry Inc. into a list of energy indwry contacts. The preferred contacts were 
Heath, Safety and Environment, Gmrnunity Liaison or Communication representauves as 
these people were mon kely to be responsibie for environmental issues. In many junior 
exploration companies, the Vice-President of Operations, Lands and Conuacts, or Production 
were chosen based on their k & e d  areas of responsibility. 
anadian Awxiation of Petroleum Producen (CAPP) 
Regular mem benhip in CAPP includes companies whose activities foc us on exploration, 
developrnent and production of naturai gas, n d  gas liquids, cmde oil, synthetic crude oil, 
binimen and eiementai sulphur anywhere in Canada Whde there are Associate membenhips, 
these companies were not included in the swey since they provide the transponation, 
distribution, marketing, and fmancid infrastructure for the petroleum industry. 
icationFoundat' - F) Petrolewn Commun ron PC 
The Petroleum Communication FounbUon (PCF) is a national non-profit organization 
that creates awareness and understanding of the Canadian petmleum industry. Membership in 
the PCF is open to any Canadian-bd firm that is actively engaged in the Canadian petroleum 
indwry . 
The Cod Association of Canada (CAQ 
The CAC represents companies that explore for, mine, use and transport coal. Memben 
induded in the s w e y  are coal producers, coal-using electric utilities, and raiLoads (Canadian 
Nationd and Canadian Pacific) 
Action Bv Canadians on Climate Chwe (ABC Pro 
The Energy Council of Canada (with funding from the Climate Change Action Fund) 
created ARC, a national-level public education and action program designed to encourage 
Canadians to reduce their persona greenhouse gas emissions. The goal is to engage individd 
citizens staning with employees of participating organizations. 
Voluntary Chden- and R q k t q  Inc. YCR) 
VCR is a corporation designed to encourage pnvate and public sector organizations to 
v o l u n d y  iimit theù net greenhouse gas emissions. Organizations reginer Action Plans and 
Progress Reports that h e n t  their greenhouse gas emission reduction activities. Indunry 
Secton from the Regwy kluded in the m a h g  are: Alternative and Renewable Energy, 
Industry Associations, Elecuic Utiiities, Oil, Gas and Cod, Integrated Oii and Gas, N a d  Gas 
Dimibution Transponation and Pipelines, and Upstream Oil and Gas. 
f .22 Environmentai Non-Govemmentai Organizations (ENGOs) 
Environmentai organizations listed on Intemet directories from the International 
Climate Action Network - Canadian orguiizations, Canadian C h a t e  Action Network ( M e t ) ,  
Canadian Environmentai Network and Green Comxnunities were compiled into the ENGO 
mailing iist consisting of 135 groups. 
The Chate Action Network [CAN) 
CAN is a global network of NonCovernmental Organizations (NGOs) w o r h g  to 
promote govemment and individual action on h a t e  change; it is the umbrella NGO in 
international chmate change negotiations. Canadian memben of CAN were induded in the 
mailing ILt. 
CANet is a network of enWonmental organizations and individuals concemed about 
dimate change who work together to provide alternatives for the Canadian energy future to 
individuais and governrnents. 
nrnentd Network fCEPJl 
CEN facilitates public interest group communicafion, nerworhg and activity on 
environmental legislation, policies and programs. 
The Green Cornmunities Association (GU) 
The GCA is a non-profit, community-baseci, orgmization that b ~ g s  environmentai 
solutions to homes, businesses, institutions, and govemments. It promotes energy and water 
swings, waste reduction, and pollution prevention through "Home Visits" to assess these 
factors and recornmend improvements. 
33  Administering the Survey 
Once the w e y  package received ethics approval through the Office of Research 
Ethics, it was sent out to 135 ENGOs and 188 industry representatives on November 2,2000. A 
covering letter introhiced the purpose and content of the survey instrument. Respondents were 
informed that participation in the swey was voluntary and that confidentiality was ensured 
since the questionnaire was anonymous. The instrument took approximately 20 minuta to 
complete. Respondents were asked to renun the questionnaire in the enclosed addressed and 
aamped envelope as soon as possible. 
A total of 323 questiomaires were maiid Nineteen were retumed as non-deliverable. 
The addresses were reviewed and 8 questionnaires were ment to corrected addresses on 
November 27, 2000. Also, on the same day reminder pon cards were sent to respondents 
(except to those who were known to have responded by provi&g addresses for receiving the 
suvey results). 
3.4 Data Andysis 
The objective is to compare the beliefs of energy indusvy respondents versus ENGOs 
with respect to the fmnework outlined in Table 3.1 and the rneasures describe earlier. A series 
of aatistical tests are used. Percent frequencies in cross-tabulations with chi-squared statistics 
and means with t tests are the primary statistics used to evaluate the survey data (Dawes and 
Smith, 1985). Factor anaiysis and reliability analysis were perfonned on the NEP and science 
and technology sales. The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) Version 10.0 was 
the software utilized for these analyses. 
3.5 Summvy of the Research Procedure 
The research involves primary data collection through a w e y  instrument admininered 
to ENGOs and energy i n d w  representatives through the mail. The data andysis involves 
establishing whether there are si&cant differences in the two groups based on theù 
characteristics, knowledge and beliefs. The subsequent chapter anaiyses the survey results. 
Adysis of the w e y  results uses the framework developed in Chapter 3. The ENGOs 
and energy inhwy responses are compared using six themes: socio-demographic 
chafacteristics, environmenta values, awarenea of the dimate change issue, knowledge of the 
issue, action on cha te  change and c h a t e  change information needs. 
4.1 ENGO and Energy Industry Responses 
Three hundred and twenty-&ree ciimate change surveys were sent out; 135 went to 
ENGOs and 188 to e n e w  Lidustry organizations in h a d a  The overd response rate was 39% 
with a higher response rate for ENGOs than indunry (see Table 4.1). The energy hdustry 
sample reflects the predominance of men in the sector. Wirhui the energy indunry, the response 
rate was lower for men (3O0/0 of 154) than for wornen (44% of 34). The ENGO group had an 
evenly balanced number of males and fernales on the mailing lia; they had a similar response 
rate. 
Table 4.1 Response Rate for the Energy Industry and ENGOs 
Energy E N W s  
Industm 
--- - -  
Number of surveys sent out 188 135 
Nwnber of sweys retumed - incorrect 8 3 address 
Sampling hame 180 132 
Number of m e y s  reauned - completed 57 65 
Response rate (O/O) 33 49 
About twethirds of energy indusuy nweys were sent to Alberta, the primary location 
of the oil, gas and coal Lidusuy in Canada The response me was 27%. The second largest 
number (35/180) was located in Ontario. Their response rate was 46O/0. More rhan hdf ENGO 
surveys were sent to Ontario (74/132) with BC and Quebec a distant second and thircl The 
response rates were 49%, 43% and 339'0, respectively. 
Energy indumy respondents are primanly male (81°Q). It is a highly educated group 
with 88% possessing a post-secondary degree; 59% have a gaduate or professionai degree. The 
mionty resides in Alberta (56%) with ûntario (28%) and then BC (7%) the next highest (see 
Table 4.2). Respondents from the ENGO group are also highly educated with 32% having an 
undergraduate degree and 57% a graduate or professionai degree. Males and femaies are evenly 
represented The majority of respondents are from Ontario (5S0/0) with BC and Quebec the 
next highest representation (6% each). 
Table 4.2 Provincial Breakdown of Energy Industry and ENGO Respondents (%) 
Province 
Aiberta 56 3 
British Columbia 7 9 
Manitoba O 6 
New Brunswick O 5 
Newfoundland O - 7
Nova Scotia - 7 - 7 
Northwest 2 3 
Temtories 
Nunavut O O 
Ontario 28 55 
Prince Edward O 3 
Island 
Quebec 2 6 
Saskatchewan 3 5 
Yukon O 2 
Total Oh 100 101* 
N 57 65 
* rounciing 
Education is an important factor influencing the ability to understand science-based 
information about climate change uaeger a d., 1993). However, education does not 
automaticaily lead to correct views and idornation. One survey found that even the w d  
educated (94% of respondents had a university level education and 7O0/0 had at lean some 
graduate study) held misconceptions about h a t e  change, particularly about causes of change 
and personal actions that conuibute to the problem (hstrom etal., 1994). 
The ENGO sample had a high proportion of respondents 45 years or younger (59O0) 
whde the energy industry had a higher proponion older than 45 yean (65%)). The highest 
percent, 33%, of ENGO respondents were in the age group '36-45 years" while the highest 
percent of energy indusuy respondents were "46 to 55 years" (e)O/o)). Neither group had ;ny 
respondents "under 25 years". Femdes were generally younger than males. For example, 36% of 
femde respondents were in the "25 to 35 years" age group while males had 9%. The most 
frequent age for male respondents was "46 to 55 yearsn (46%) and "36 to 45 years" was mon 
frequent for females (39%). 
Energy industry respondents were subdivided into 11 i n d w  categories. Upstream oil 
and gas f m s  involved in explomtion and developrnent were the largest group in the survey 
mailing but the response rate was low. Upnream oil and gas, coal, and intepte oil cornpanier 
are represented by the largest proportion of respondents pable 4.3). 
In swnmuy, the groups differ on age, gender distribution and place of residence. The 
energy Uidusvy can be charac te4  as an older, maledominatecl, highiy educated group located 
primarily in Alberta The ENGO group is younger, q d y  represented by both sexes, w y  
educated and based in Ontario. 
Table 4.3 Response by Energy Industry Category 
Sampting Sweys  Response 
frarne m e d  - me 
~ ~ U S V Y  ~ r e ~ ~  corn pleted (96) 
Upstream oil and gis 56 13 23 
Integrated oil Company 27 8 30 
Oil and gas tramporration and pipeline 1 O 6 60 
G d  18 9 50 
Indunry aao ciatio n 24 6 25 
Elect nc utdit y 20 6 30 
Tmnsportation 4 1 25 
Aiterna tive and renewa ble energy 3 7 67 
ûcher 3 1 33 
Total - enexgy in@ 180 57 32 
4.3 Environmental Values 
4.3.1 New Ecolonid Paradigm (NEP) 
Dominant Social Paraàigm (DSP) and New Ecologicd Paiadigrn (NEP) were developed 
to &pict the cleavage in beliefs and d u e s  around the hurnan-environment relationship. The six 
statements used to meanire NEP and DSP orientation are liaed in Table 4.4. Agreement widi 
some aatements (1, 3, 5) and disagreement wkh othen (statements 2, 4, 6) reflect pro-NEP 
orientation. More than 90% of the ENGO respondents endorsed each of the pro-NEP 
natements demonsuawig a arong environmental orientation (Table 4.4). Pro-NEP concepts 
were not held as widely by energy industry respondents (44 to 670h). They had a wider range Li 
envimnmental beliefs. Energy industry respondents were n e u d  on whether "the balance of 
nature is very &kate and easily upset by human activitiesn. Since many of the respondents 
(56%) are M y  involved in the resource exvanion industry (see Table 4.3), they may have a 
more utilitatkn orientation to the natural environment (Van Liere and Dunlop, 1980) and 
believe in a more resilient n a d  system. 
In order to use the NEP scale as a maure of o v e d  environmentai orientation one has 
to test if responses to the six individd statements cm be treated as Litemaiiy consistent and if 
they measure oniy one attitudinal domain. A principal components factor anaiysis (varimax 
rotation) of the six NEP items produced one dimension. The NEP tested unidimensionai. The 
raie exhibiteci good reliability with a Cronbach a of 0.8259. 
The NEP scaie was developed by summing the respondents' answen to the six 
aatements. A useful, dbeit arbitrary division would be a low totai score (6 - 15) suggests an 
acceptance of DSP; a score from 16 to 20 is neutrai; and a hi& totai score (21 - 30) indicates a 
pro-NEP orientation. The average NEP sale response for ENGOs (27.8) diffen signiticantly 
from the energy hdusuy (22.3) response (see Table 4.4). ENGOs, on average, have a nrong 
NEP orientation (26 to 30); there were no DSP orientations. The ENGOs demonsuate a strong 
ecologicaî worldview. The energy induary had a wiàer breadth of orientations ranging from 
strong NEP to neutrai and including DSP but there were no strong DSP onentations. 
O'Connor et d. (1997) in a c h a t e  change nwey of college audents reported a NEP 
scaie of 23.7. In a comparative analysis of acid rain perspectives of Cmadian and US public and 
activisu, Steger ad. (1989) found lower mean NEP scores for the Ontario public (24.2) than the 
Ontario activists (26.6). The scores of Michigan respondents were slightly lower (activists 25.8 
and general public 23.3). In cornparison, the ENGOs in thû w e y  demonsuate a strong pro- 
NEP orientation; the energy indunry respondents are less pro-NEP than the ENGOs as well as 
the general public. 
Table 4.4 Energy Industry and ENGO Responses to NEP Statements 
Social Agree Disagree NEP Statements Group (%Il (%y Mean SD t test P N 
Balance of Nature 
Enelgy 43.9 38.6 1. The balance of m u r e  is verydelicate and easily upet by lndusoy 3.12 1.34 -6.4173 CO.001 57 
h u m  activities 
-- -- ENOS 90.5 3.2 4.4 1 0.75 -- 63 
2. Modifyq the environment for human use seldom EnergJ' 22.8 54.4 3.53 1.26 Industry -4.592' < 0.m1 57 
causes senous problerns ENGCk 6.3 92.1 4.46 0.93 63 
Limits to G d  
Energy 
3. The earth is iike a spaceship with only limited m m  and InduSay 66.7 21.1 3.8 1 1 .32 -4.1 843 < IX001 57 
resomcs ENGOs 93.7 4.8 4.65 0.81 
--- - 63 
Enelgy 15.8 66.7 3.84 1.16 
4. There aR no limirs to growth for nations W<e Canada I ~ ~ U S V  
57 
-4.1843 < 0.001 
ENGOs 4.9 93.4 4.66 0.93 6 1 
Man over Nature 
Enew 57.1 19.6 3.75 1.30 
5. Plants and mimals do not exist primarily for human use Induslry -5.3 14' <O.COI 
56 
ENCOS 96.8 1.6 4.75 0.57 63 
Energy 12.7 67.3 4.05 1.21 55 
6. Hu&d wsr created to d e  over the rest of nature I ndusv  -4.2133 <O.ml 
ENGOs 1.6 93.7 4.83 0.66 63 
- 
Energy 
lndusrry 22.3 NEP Scale 5*40 -6.934' <O.al 55 
ENGOs 27.8 2.49 6 1 
' Stem W<rn scale collaped inio agrec, neutnl, and diagrcc 
means computed ahm reverse scoring of statemnts 2,1, and 6 
equal variinces nd assuincd; separate-variance r test uscd 
4.3.2 Tast in Science and Technolog3! 
Those holding an ecological worldview are genedy skepticd about the success of 
science and technology in solving ecological problems (e.g. resource scarcity, preventing 
dwsters) and the benefits to society. Those with an anthropocentric worldview believe science 
and technology is a great benefit to humans (Mdbrath, 1989); have faith in the problem-solving 
abilities of science and technology (Albrecht a d., 1982); and see technology a vehicle for 
progress and mechanism for averting disanen (natural and man-made) (Arcury et al., 1986). 
The three staternents used to assess belief in xience and technology are liaed in Table 
4.5; agreement with statement 1 and disagreement with statements 2 and 3 indicate a tnin in 
science and technology. The scores for the three natemenu were summed for a distrust in 
science and teduiology scale. A low score (3 to 7) suggeas belief in the benehs of science and 
technology while a high score (11 to 15) suggesrs distrust of science and technology. 
ENGOs and energy indwiy respondents are polarized in th& beiiefs on technology as 
a solution to resource scarcit y and as a benefit to quality of Life Fable 4.5). A large majority of 
the energy industry supportecl the aatement that xience provides solutions to problems. 
ENGOs were less convinced about the benefits. The scde meanuing àistw. Li xience and 
technology was rearonabty unidimensional (principal corn ponenu factor andysis, v h a x  
rotation) with reliabilify &ch was f d y  low (Cronbach a = 0.6882) nevenheless approaching 
acceptabilty. The s m d  sample size renders the renilts large1y prelimLiary; niU it was decided to 
use the scale. In comparing the two groups, there was a natisticdy sigrilficuit difference in their 
mean response on the scale. Energy industry rapondents had a belief in the benefits of science 
and technology (mean score 6.6). The ENGOs' mean score of 10.4 was in the middle of the 
possible range b e e n  5 and 15, therefore suggesting a neutral orientation on behalf of 
ENms. 
Table 4.5 ENGO and Energy Industry Distrust in Science and Technology 
Statements 
1. Technoiogy will solve Energy 63.2 28.1 2.5 13 57 
pmblems from shonages of I n d ~  -6.39 
nafural resources ENGOs 19.4 72.6 1.0 1.2 62 
2. People wodd be bateroff Ene%'Y 14.0 64.9 2.2 1.1 57 
if they iived a mon simple life hdU!T -8.29 
without so much technology ENGOs 66.1 11.3 3.9 1.0 62 
3. FUWR scientSc research is Ene%J' 3.5 80.7 1.8 0.9 57 
more likey to cause pmbkms I n d ~  4.25 
than to fmd solutions ENGOs 16.1 46.8 2.6 1.1 62 - 
Encrgy 
Scak - Distrust in science hdwny 6.6 2.4 57 -8.95 and technobgy ENGos 10.4 2.3 62 
S t e m  Wren scde collapsed into agree, neud,  and dmgree 
means computed &er reverse scoring of statement I 
p<o.001 
4 e q d  v a ~ c e s  assumecl; pooled-variance t test used 
5 df-117 
4-33 Presewationist-Devwmentalist Identification 
A majority of ENGOs (76%) identified as "preservationian by agreeing with the 
statement "protection of the environment is the moa Lnpoitant but not the only consideration 
Li deciding what to do with nasurai resources." Seventy percent of the energy indunry 
respondents had a "mode rat en orientation. Equai conside ration would be given to protection of 
the environment and growth of the economy in deciding what to do with the environment and 
resources. No respondents were "st rong develo pmen t alist " support ing "the only considrration 
in deciding what to do with naturai resources and the environment should be what wili 
contribute moa to the growth of the economy". The preservationist-developmentalist mean 
score of 3.95 for ENGOs is statisticdy different from the mean response of 3.00 for energy 
indust~~ respondents (t m9.501, p < O.COI). Steger et ai. (1989) reported d a r  preservationist- 
developmentalin identification for Ontario (3.89) and Michigan (3.78) activists on acid min. 
4.4 Awarenes of Climate Change 
4.4.1 IR- of Em>osure to the Climate Ch- Issue 
Recent scientific discussion on dimate change was initiated in the mid 1970's when one 
of the Çst 2xCO, "enhancedm greenhouse gas forcing experiments with a General Circulation 
Mode1 (GCM) was published by Manabe and Wetheraid (1975) although earlier work by Svante 
Anhenius explo red cdculations relating 00, concent rations and the surface temperature of the 
earth in 1896 (Kowalok, 1993). The World C h a t e  Conference in 1979 was one of the earliest 
events that identifieci human-caused climate diange as an environmental issue requiring research 
and government policy. Scientists were aierting govemments to the issue. Popular media 
coverage of the issue is recent. It began with the 1988 Chmging Atmosphere Conference in 
Toronto. The key conference statement was "humankind has begun an unintentional experiment 
mi& the dirnate system". In the same year, Dr. James Hansen teaified before Congres that 
global warming had begun. These cnticd events coincided with a severe drought that helped 
create a 'social scare". Global wanning becarne a "celebrity" social problem through sidcant 
media coverage; however, intensity has waned (Ungar, 1992). The releases in 1990, 1996 and 
2001 of IPCC climate change asessrnent reports mates debate on their scientific conclusions, 
which draws media attention. Signing of the Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(FCCC) in 1995 legally enshrined dimate change as a global environmental issue requùing 
action. Meetings that relate to the F C C  such as the 1997 Kyoto Protocol negotiations generate 
a great deai of media attention. Different daims-m&g groups compete for dominance in the 
framing of the c h a t e  diange issue and the urgency for action. 
The duacion of tirne that respondents have h o a n  about the issue of dimate change 
reflects their exposure to the issue and provides an estimate of' time available for them to 
accumulase knowledge and develop beiiefs on the issue. The survey results indicate that there is 
no appreciable difference in the dwation of exposure of ENGOs and energy incbstry 
respondents (t test of means was not significant). 
The survey was adminûtered in the fail of 2000. Most respondents have known about 
the issue for six years or more (see Table 4.6) in which they would have been able to hear or 
r d  about key events in the evolution of the clirnate change issue drscribed above. 
4.4.2 Frequency of -sure to C l b  Change Information 
Not only is it important to know how long respondents have been aware of climate 
change, but lau?fieqt+ they see, h w ,  or read something about it. b w  often do respondents 
deal with the information on climate change not just shply whether they hear of it or not. 
Someone could have known about dimate change for twenty years but only have contact with it 
once every few mondis, while another person with the same lengh of exposure could have had 
daily contact with the issue. Cleariy, knowledge of climate change is affected by frequency of 
exposure. 
Table 4.6 Years Respondents Have Known About Clhate Change 
less than 1 year (1) 1.6 
1-2 yean (2) 1.8 
3-5 yean (3) 17.5 13.1 
6-10 years (4) 
11-20 yean (5) 
more than 20 yean (6) 5.3 7.8 
SD 0.9 0.9 
N 57 64 
t tes- -0.436. p-0.664 (not s i g d a n t )  
In this slvvey, about 60% of the respondents in both groups received climate change 
information several times a week or more (see Table 4.7). There is no signifcant difference 
between the mean frequency of exposure of ENGOs and energy industry (t test was not 
significant). Due to frequent exposure to chnate change, the respondents cm be consiâered well 
aware of the dimate change issue. By way of cornparison, over 80% of respondents in a Nrvey 
of the "infonned" from the CCS had contact daily or severai times a week wkh ciimate change 
information (Mortsch etal., 2ûW, Al-20). 
Table 4.7 Frequency of Exposure to Climate Change 
Energy How often do you see, hear, or read ENGO 
something about climate change ... [ndu~uy (sb) 
never seen, heard or read anyrhuig 
about dimie change 
a few times a year 
once a month 
several times a month 
once a week 
several times a w eek 17.5 30.8 
Respondents were asked Wow certain, or uncenain, are p u  that climate change d 
occur?" Their choices included: "cihate change is certain to occur*(I), climate change is k l y  
to occur"(2), "climate change may occur"(3), "climate change is unlikely to occur"(4), and 
"climate change will not or cannot occur" (5). This question on certainv (or perceived Nk) of 
c h a t e  change highlighted differences in beliefs of ENGOs and energy indusuy respondents 
and elicited a large nurnber of comments. There is a sigmficant difference in the mean responses 
for energy industry (2.14) and ENGOs (1.08) (t test = 8.3, p < 0.001). 
There is a consensus among ENGOs that c h m e  change is "certain to occur" (93.59/0). 
Six respondents, ail ENGOs, wrote in the margin of the w e y  Lisuument that climate change & 
occurring. None believe that climate change is *unlikely to occur" or "will not or cannot occur". 
Energy Lidustry respondents reponed a wider range of beliefs on the cenainty of ciimate change 
myhg  from dimate change is "certain to occurn (28.9%), "likely to occur" (33.99/0), and 'may 
occurn (32.1%). A s m d  percentage, 5.49/0, believes rhat climate change is "unlikely to occur". 
Some energy indwry respondents iwrted comments on n a t d  versus human-caused 
climate change in the nirvey. N a d  dimate change (or variability) is an ongoing process due 
to changes in solar energy, orbital patterns, the Earth's tilt for example. This nwq. instrument 
did not expliady define climate change and diainguish between human-cawd climate change 
(which was the interest of this research) and naturai dimate change. Some energy indutry 
respondents objected that climate change was ml. Comments in these cases included: 
HistoncaUy h g  climate is changing. 
This is a mipid question. Ciimate change has always occurred over 4-5 billion 
Y- 
Climate change occm n a d y .  Think you mean man-induce change and 
answered accordingiy. 
C h a t e  change over what period - maybe 100,000 years; 60,000,000 y m  but 
not 10 or 50 years. 
C h e  change is a n a d  process and the human contribution remains 
highly uncertain. 
Ciimate change is inherent (in geologicai record). Debatable whether ciimate 
change is man-made or n a d .  Climate changed throughout Earth's hiaory 
and wilt continue. 
Climate changes constantly and there is no "normaln year. Variability is a 
certainty; past 10Gyear history rnayhay not reflect snapshot of "normaln 
temperature. 
Climate change in cornparison to what? Very d a d  to answer, as climate 
change is an ongoing process that began d e n  the earth was formed Eanh's 
climate is never static, 
A review of other sumeys diat included questions on the certainty of clunate change 
found a nrong belief that it would occur. Henderson-Sellen (1990, 79-80) reports that 
Austtalians' responses to the "truth" of climate change show a clea. belief that it will ocm. 
Choosing from the options of "certain to occur", "probable but not provenn, "likely to occurn, 
"unlikely to o c c d  or "will not occur", none of the respondents chose the latter two categories, 
and a majonty (62%) felt that the greenhouse effect was certain to occur. Howwer, these 
respondents were paiticipating in climate change meetings. In the same survey, when asked, 
Wow likely do you think it is that human actions changed global climate?' 37% were certain 
about the change, and 61% thought that a change was at lem 'somewhat likeiy.' A US nationai 
pol  in 1998 found that 7790 of respondents believed that climate change was a serious problem 
and only 9% did not believe climate change would occur @ k h a n  Group, l998,I). Fifry percent 
thought it was a current, not jus future, k a t .  In surveys of atmospheric scientists in 1982 
another in 1992, Chmgnon a al., (1992, 1623) found a rise from 20% to 50% in those that 
believed the evidence of a change in dimate was convincing. The survey of CCS participants 
(authon, contributon or  interested decinon-makers, policy-makers) found that over 80% of 
respondents thought that dimate change is "certain to occur" or 'iikeiy to occur". Seventeen 
percent thought that clirnate change was "probable but not provenn. In a 1998 w e y  of senior 
Canadian business executives, about one-in-five thought climate change is not really a problem 
at d but 69% thought it is a problem; 23 YO thought it was very serious (COMPAS, 1998,4). 
4.4.4 Risk of Climate Ch- 
The question "how likely do you thhk it is that the E d ' s  average annuai tempeature 
will increase by 1.5" Celsius within the next 50 years?" was included as another test of the 
certaklty of h a t e  change and an assessrnent of the respondents' perception of risk due to 
ciimate change (O'Comor ef d., 1999a,b). The description of ciimate change was more precise, 
quantitative and bounded The arnount of tempeature change and the timing of the change 
were specified. 
There was general correspondence b e e n  the groups' responses for the previously 
discussed question and this question. But, respondents were less certain about the likelihood of 
a precisely defmed change in dlnate. The "very likely" response dropped by almost 30°/0 for 
ENGOs and decreased by about 25% for the energy industry respondents Fable 4.8). 
This "precisen climate change question was used in other studies. In a m e y  of the 
general public in the Northem Great Plains, Simanton (1998, 135) reponed that 46O/0 of 
respondents thought it was Lkely that the "Earth's average temperature would increase by 3 
degrees F w& 50 years". 'Ihury&ght percent thought it was unlikely ( m m  - 3.OTI). In the 
CCS w e y ,  78% of respondents thou& a "1.5 degree C increase in the next 50 yearsn was 
kely and 9% thought it &ely (Mortsch a al., 2000, A 1-2 1). 
Table 4.8 LiLelihood of a 15°C Temperature Increase in the Next 50 Years. 
A lS0C increase in the next 50 E"ew ENGO 
yem is ... Induar~  
&O) ("/O) 
very Likely (5) 5.5 64.6 
somewhar Lely (4) 27.3 24.6 
unsure (3) 40.0 7.7 
somewhat unlikely (2) 18.2 1.5 
very unlikely (1) 9.1 1.5 
Mean ' 3 .O2 4.49 
N 55 65 
t test --8.687, p <O.COI 
4 A 5  "Contested Statements on Cl n imate Chan- Issues 
Important topics that often emerge in "conrested" dialogue on ciimate change were 
developed into seven aatements Fable 4.9). Paireci opposing statements were used to require 
respondents to choose a position. There could be no hedguig. Some questions were more 
diffi~ult for respondenü to answer. For example, eight of 57 (14%) of the energy indunry 
respondents did not answer the question "the economic costs to d u c e  greenhouse gas 
emissions Xe too hi~h/are not too hi& to juaify action". Whereas the question "there d i s  no[ 
enough scientific infocmation about global climate change to take seps to adapt to changes m 
climaten had a high number of missing values for ENGOs (8/65 or 12.3%). 
The majority of energy industry and ENGO respondents agreed with two statements: 
if global change occurs, we should be concemed now for future geneations; 
md 
we do not know enough to effectively deal with problerns that will renilt 
from dimate change. 
Table 4.9 Responses to Paired "Contestedm Statements on Climate Change 
Statements 
niere is not enough scientific information about global 
43.4 c h t e  change to be concemed 
niere is enough scientific infomtion about global 34.1 <o.al1 
h t e  change to be concaneci. 56.6 100.0 
If global dMne change oc-, it will be too far in the 
13.0 future for me t O be CO ncemeà 
If global &mate change occun, we should be concemed Fadedl 
now for future generaaons. 87.0 100.0 
We know mou& to effectiveiy deal with problems that 
will resuit from dimate change. 23,6 34.4 
We do not h w  enough to effectively deal Mth 1.643 0.2 
pro blems that will result f rom h t e  change. 76,4 65.6 
-- -- 
lhere is not enough scientific information about global 
climate change to take seps to reduce greenhouse gas 40.7 
emissions. 
There is enough saentifc infocmation about global 
dimate change to take steps to d u c e  greenhouse gas 59.3 100.0 
emissions. 
- p-- 
The economîc cosis to d u c e  greenhouse gas emissions 
42.9 are too high to justify x a o n  
3325 <0.001 The economic cons to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
are not too high to junify action. 57.1 100.0 
-- 
H m  ingenuity can offset mon negaiwe effects of 
global c h a t e  change. 57.7 
Human ingenuity m o t  offset most negative effects of 
global clirnate change. 42.3 
'Ihere is not enough scientific information about global 
b t e  change to take seps to adapt to changes m 48.1 
climate. 
lhere is enough scienllfic idonnation about global 
dimate change u, take steps to adapt to changes m 51.9 
climate. 
l >ZC% of ceUs cxpeacd count less han 5 - test failed 
AU ENGOs agreed w»h four natements: 
there is enough rientific information about global climate change to be 
concemed; 
.if global climate change occurs, we should be concemed now for fume 
generations; 
there is enough scientifc donnation to reduce greenhouse gases; and 
the economic costs to reduce greenhouse gas emissions are not too hi& to 
jusufv action. 
However, there were sigdcant ciifferences in the groups' responses for the remaining five 
statements (see Table 4.9). The energy industry was more opùmisric that hurnan ingenuity would 
overcome negative impacts of c h a t e  change. Fony percent or more of energy indutry 
respondents questioned the xientific information subaantiating concern about clùnate change 
and guiding decision-making on mitigation and adaptation; t h  many dso thought the economic 
costs were t w  hi& to justify greenhouse gas reduction. Yet, more than 50% had beliefs d a r  
to ENGOs. 
4 4 0h 
S w e y  participants were asked to evaiuate their perception of the level of agreement or 
disagreement between experts on the direction and causes of clùnate change. The larges 
percentage of energy industry respondents thought there was serious disagreement among 
experts whereas ENGOs thought there was agreement (Table 4.10). A cornparison of the mean 
responses for industîy (3.7) and ENGOs (2.6) indicated a sigtuficant difference in the means (t 
tesr = 5.33, p < 0.001). 
Table 4.10 Perception of Experts' Consensus (?!O) 
Energy 
hdwuy 
1.8 19.6 19.6 26.8 32.1 
4.5 Knowledge of Clirmte Change 
4.5.1 Causes of Climate Change 
Awareness of c h a t e  change does not irnply understanding of its underlying causes. 
Many rnisundemand that the fundamentai cause of climate change is rising 00, concentrations 
and foail fuel combustion is the major contributor to increasing CD2 concentrations. Even 
among those who consider themselves concerned about the Nks of clirnate change there was a 
poor understanding of the basic science of the issue Oaeger et d., 1993). A mdy of lay people in 
Sweden found that 'aithough 9Z0/o of the citizens questioned had hevd of the greenhouse 
effect, most were unaware of the causes, consequences, and reduaion measures" (Lofstedt, 
1991,322). 
Numerous nudies of knowledge of climate change causes have focused on the public to 
determine correspondence with knowledge of experts (Kempton, 1991 a,b; Lofnedt, 1991; 1992; 
1993; McDaniels a d., 1996; Read a d., 1994). In multiple-choice questions on the causes of 
climate change, Read ad. (1994,975) found that clearing uopical min foresrs and deforestation 
were believed to be the top two causes of climate change, followed b- aerosol spray cans, and 
then fossil fuels. Ozone in cities, the Antarctic ozone hole and toxic wastes were a b ,  
incorrectly, believed to be other causes of dunate change. In a series of Swedkh surveys, 
responses to causes of 'the greenhouse effect' were emissions (40%), CFC's (27%), fossil fuels 
(14%), and ozone iayer (12%); nineteen percent indicated that they did not know the causes 
(Lofstedr, 1991, 323). In an Au& survey of a people concemed by climate change, the 
majonfy of respondents (approximately 90°h) were confident, correctly, that cars, deformation, 
and coal-fued power stations were causes of ciimate change @enderson-Seiiers, 1990, 75-76). 
More than haif the respondents incorrectiy identified Styrofoam packagrng and refngeration as 
causes. 
A series of questions developed by Bord et d. (1998) and O'Connor tt al. (1997; 19984b) 
were used to assess ENGO and energy industry representatives' knowledge of clirnate change. 
In the design, incorrect causes of clirnate change were incorporated into a list with correct causes 
to cietennine whether responàents would distinguish between them corredy. 
For the incorrect causes of ciimate change, more energy industry representatives 
identified them as incorrect than WGOs Fable 4.11). There was a significant difference 
between the two groups in identifyuig nuclear power generation and use of chernicals to desvoy 
pests as incorrect causes. But there was no significant difference in identifying depletion of die 
owne in the upper atmosphere as a cause. ENGOs were more inched to attribute all of the 
items on the list as a cause of climate change. It is unlikely that is may be due to response set 
b i s  (items of d a r  structure and seqwntially locared tended to be answered in the sarne way). 
It is more Lkely a high perceived risk for climate change. O'Connor a al. (1997, 134) reported 
gender differences in knowledge of incorrect causes of ciimate change. Females and maies 
idenufy correct causes equally wel: but women were more Lkely to check the incorrect causes. 
An inaccufate, expandeci view of what causes chmate change correlated with high perceived risk 
of &axe change (O'Connor a d., 1997, 136). This study also found that females were moR 
likeiy to choose the incorrect causes. 
Table 4.11 Causes of Chute  Change 
Causes of ciimate change Social Not a Minor Major Group cause cause cause X' 
Correct Causes - 
Energy 
Pollution~emissions from business and 
I n d w  
9.3 46.3 44.4 
indusuy . fai1ed ENGO 4.6 95.4 
-- -- - - . - - - .- - - - . - . .  . . 
Energy 5.5 
hdusuy 
29.1 65.5 failed People ciriving t heir cars. 
ENGO 1.5 98.5 
Trnpical forest destruction 
Use of coal and oil by utilities. 
Home heating and cooling. Energy 16.4 h d w  
52.7 30.9 
24.382 1 
ENGO 29.7 70.3 
Incorrect Causes 
Depletion of the omne in the upper Energy 45.3 26.4 28.3 no t 
hdunry aunosphere. ENGO 36.9 24,6 36.9 signa. 
Energy 
Nuclear po wer generation. Induniy 85.7 10.7 3h 9.785' 
ENGO 60.3 - 25.4 14.3 
Energy 
Use of chernicals to destro y insect pests. hdustry 
57.4 33.3 
S d a r  knowledge questions from three other w e y s  provide context for these results. 
For the incorrect causes of ciimate change, in a 1997 US pl, nuclear power was iorredy 
identified as "not a cause" by 15% of respondents while X O / O  thought it was a major cause and 
23% a minor cause; 25% dont know enough to say. For aerosol sprays 36% thought it was a 
major cause, 39% a minor cause, 6% not a cause, and 1 7 1  don't know enough to say. In the 
1997 general public survey by Bord et al. (1998, 791, 63% idendieci depletion of ozone in the 
upper atmosphere as a maior cause (25% a minor cause); 27% identifiecl chernicals to h y  
pests; 2500 attributed use of aerosol cans and 21% nuclear power. In a colege nudent sarnple, 
74% indicated depletion of the ozone as a major cause, 25% aerosol cans, 19% diemicals to 
destroy pests and 18Oh nuclear power (O'Connor et d., 1997, 133). For the CCS survey, ody 
15% of respondents identified depletion of ozone in the upper atmosphere as a major cause (but 
40% a minor cause), 5% the use of chemicai to k o y  pests, and none identified nuclear power 
as a major cause (Monsch a al., 2000, A 1-24). 
Misconceptions about the link b e e n  the thluiing ozone b e r  and c h a t e  change are 
a common thread throughout rnany chiate change perception nudies in the US (Bonrom a d., 
1994; Kernpton, 1991a,b), Sweden (Lofstedt, 1991; 1992), Austria (Lofstedt, 1993) and Australia 
(Henderson-Sellers, 1990). Although ozone depletion does play a role in dimate change, it is not 
the direct link that many people believe (i.e. that the ozone hole contributes to warming). 
In the identification of correct causes of clirnate change there are differences between 
the general public, audents and an infomed CCS group. In the Gallop pou, automobile exhaw 
was considered a cause by 8S0/0 of respondents (hnerwahr, 1999, 30). The CCS respondents 
are knowledgeable about c h a t e  change; al identified poilution from business and i n d q  and 
use of cod and oil by utilities as causes of c h a t e  change. More than 95% identified home 
heating and cooling, deforestiation, and diving as causes. The general public from the Bord et d. 
(1998, 79) w e y  identified poUution/emissions from business (69 O/O) , 64% tropical foren 
destruction, 49% driving cars as major causes. Fewer identified use of coal and oil by utilities 
(44%) and heating and cooling homes (13%)). 
4 2 1  
Esumate of Temperatut Increase in 50 Years 
Respondents were asked what theythought the most Lk$y temperature change would be 
over the next 50 years, a decrease, d y  no change, an increase or do not know. ENGOs 
strongly endorsed an increase (95%). While the mjonty (5S0/0) of energy indu~vy respondents 
thought that there would be an increase another 26% did not know and 18O/0 believed there 
wodd be no change. One respondent thought the* would be a decrease. The between-group 
differences were statistically sigdcaat h' - 25.38, p < O.COI). 
If the respondents indictecl a decrease or increase in temperature they were asked to 
Lidicate a range for the temperature change. Some respondents only provided one estimate of 
temperature diange. That number was included in both the lower and upper range. ENGOs 
perceived a greater risk of temperature increase than energy i n d v  respondents (see Table 
4.12). In the IPCC (19963 second assessrnent repon that was current durlig the survey, the 
projected global temperature increase was 1.5 to 4.5 degrees C The ENGO range for 
temperarure h a s e  is d a r  to the expert projection but the energy indust~~ hcrease is more 
conservative. 
Table 4.12 Lower and Upper Range of Temperature Change Over the Next 50 Years 
Lower Range 
Mean change (.c) 1 .O 1.7 
SD 0.6 1.2 
Mode (OC) 1 .O 1 .O 
Upper Range 
Mean change (.c) 
SD 
Mode (.q - - 
N 44 59 
Equal variance assumed, r test - -2.842, p-O.OC6 
Eqinl variance mt assume& t tes - 4599, p<O.Oûl 
Impacts of an ùicrease of 1.5OC Over the Next 50 Years 
Respondents had to rate the likelihood (very likely (5) and v a y  unlikeiy (1)) of negative 
impacts if the global temperature were to increase by lS°C over the n m  50 yean (see Table 
4.13). The statements were wntren to contrast beliefs on the severity of impacts globaiiy (e.g., 
many plam will), in Canada, and pemnaliy (e.g., the region where I live or my). 
Both ENGO and energy industry respondents think that the negative impacts of climate 
change were more k i y  to occur elsewhere and to someone else (e.g., many places, may 
people) rather th an to hem pemnaily or in the region where they live. This pattern occurred for 
most impacts (serious diseases, drought, floods, food shortages and iiving standards). Bord a al. 
(1998) and Mortsch a d. (2000) repoited s d a r  results. Respondents apparently separate die 
general and specific threats or societai and personai implications of dimate change. An issue 
raised by these responses is if people do not perceive that c h a t e  change affects them dlecdy, 
do they feel it is not salient and risky and therefore feel l e s  motivated to an? 
E n e w  induruy respondents believed that there would be less likelihood of climate 
change impacts than ENGOs; aii mean responses are signifcantly different Fable 4.13). 
Starvation and food shonages, serious diseases, and standard of living decreases would be 
unlikely from the energy indusuy perspective. Sea lrvel rise and more droughts and floods 
emerged as the most lÎkeIy threats in both groups. ENGOs thought that there wouid be moR 
environmental refugees and an increased requirement for financial aid to poorer countries. 
Energy indusuy respondents thought people were adaptable to srnall increases in 
temperame (86%). ENGOs were less certain of adaptability (51°/o). H m e r ,  in the CCS 
survey, over 60% of respondents were skeptical of adaptabhty and thought that it was unlikely 
that people could adapt to small changes in temperature (Morrsch et al., 2000, A 1-21). 
Economic h p a -  
Rerpondents were ask to &termine how mch of an economic effect, if any, they 
thought global clïmate change would have on a series of activities that are important to the 
economy. The responses on a S t e m  scde mged  from "very negative effect" (1) to "no effect" 
Table 4.13 Impacts of a 1.5O Celsius Increase Over the Next 50 years 
Impacts 
h d  U"Lk$U W t test 
Group ( 1  l Mean SD df N 
People cm adapt to srnall changes in temperature 
Enexgy 
Indusny 
Many people's standard of living will &crease 
Energy 42.9 21.4 2.7 Industry 
ENGUS 9.5 73.0 3.9 
My sundad of living will decrease 
Enexgy 
Indusuy 67.9 10.7 2.1 
Ene%y Starvation and food shortaga will occur in much of the Indm 52.7 23.6 2.6 lT3 -6.5132J 104 55 
world ENGOs 8.1 77.4 4.0 1 .O 62 
Energy 84.2 
Starvation and food shortnges will wcur in Canada Indusuy 
5.3 
Serious diseosr wiil inçrease in Canada 
Energy 
65.5 23.6 2.2 lndustry -5.6623 101 55 
_ - -  ___.-------- *- - 
My chances of su ttériny frorn a serious disease will E n e % ~  55.5 16.4 - Î .- 3 1.3 Indusuy -4.7881.' 1 14 55 
increase ENGOs 29.5 47.5 3.3 1.2 6 1 
- _ ______-_- ~ I . I . _ _ _ - _ - .  ... .... - 
Energy 33.9 55.4 3.3 1 .? 
Many places will experience morc frequeni droughts Indusuy -5.013 102 56 
ENGOs 4.8 87.3 4.3 0.9 
_l____.______ _ - -  . _ _  - -- 63 
Energy The region where I live wiü experience more Srequent lndusuy 50.9 23.6 2.6 1.2 -4.656'~~ 1 16 55 droughts ENGOs 15.9 60.3 3.5 1.1 63 
Table 4.13 cont. Impacts of a 1.5* Celsius Increase Over the Next 50 years. 
h i a i  u* Likdy 
Impacts ('&O"P (%)' (%)' ~ e a n  SD t test df N 
Many places will experience more Irequent f l d  30.9 lndustry 40.0 3.2 -6.087u 103 55 
-- Eh?- 6.3 87.3 4.3 0.9 - 63 
67.3 The region where 1 livc will experience more freqmi lndurny 7.3 2.1 l 0  -7.5794 115 55 floods 
- ENGOs 16.1 -- 54.8 3.6 1.1 -- 62 - 
Energy 
Richer counuies will have to d e  Lige donations of lndunry 30.4 35.7 3.1 -4.9554 115 56 
financial aid to poorer counuies 
-- - ENGOs 8.2 80.3 4.1 1 .O 6 1 
The nwnber of global enWonmend refugees wdJ Enew 36.4 36.4 3.0 Indusuy lT3 -6.58'.3 97 55 
increase ENGOs - 4.8 
----A- - 87.1 4.3 0.9 62 -- 
Many costal areas will expeiicnce a s a  level risc 
14.5 Indusuy 60.0 3.6 ''O -5.117a4 116 55 
ENGOs 3.2 90.5 4.5 0.9 63 
l 5-item W<en scale collaped inio likely, neuird, and d i l y  
2 pc0.001 
3 e q d  variances not assumed; separne variance t test used 
equal variances assumed; pooled-variance t test used 
(3) to "very positive effect" (5). ENGOs and energy industry responses are natictidy different 
(Table 4.14). ENGOs perceive a more negative economic effect than the energy industry. Al1 
activities from thek perspective experience a negative impact. Energy indunry respondents 
thought dimate change had "no effect" on five activities agriculture, tourism and recreation, 
uanspon~on, manufacnuriig and forestry. The insurance industry was most affected from 
energy industry perspective and ENGOs' thought commercial fishing was most affected. No 
activities were positively infiuenced by dixnate change. 
4.6 Action on Climate Change 
The question "to what extent do you believe the following groups are responsible for 
doing something about climate change?" tries to measure attribution of responsibility for action. 
Are the solutions govemment, individuid, indusuy, ENGO or scientidexpert responsibility? 
Who is perceived to be most responsible? 
Environics International (1999) reported on the Canadian public's response to "who is 
most responsible for proteclhg the environment". For the period 1987 to 1998, Canadians 
thought that individuals had the most responsibility (24 - 5I0h46, maximum in 1994); federal 
govemrnent were the next responsible (19 -32 %); and provincial and private indunry had the 
lowest responsibility (iess than 10%). The CCS respondents thought that indunry/busLiess 
(76%) and the federal (82%) and provincial (71%) govemments were "very responsible' for 
action on dimate change. Individuals were assigned the next "very responsible" role by over 59 
percent of the respondents. Often dimate change is portrayed as such a cornplex environmental 
problem that individuals cannot make a contribution. 
Table 4.14 Econornic Impacts of Climate Change on Canada 
Social Mean SD I test 
Group 
kinergy 
Commercial fshing 2.6 
h d w  
Energy 2.7 0.7 
6.59 
53 
h e a t i o n a i  f u h q  h d ~  
ENGO 1.8 0.7 57 
Ene%y 2.7 0.8 
5,871 
53 
Human healt h ~ ~ W U Y  
ENGO 1.9 0.7 60 




Infrastructure (cg. Ene%Y 2.7 
roads, bridges, h d ~  
reservoirs and 
dams) mw 
Energy 3 .O 1 .O 
7.891 
53 
Agndnur ~ ~ U S U Y  
ENGO 1.7 0.8 60 
Ene rgy 2.8 0.9 52 
Elect ric utilities h d ~  2.593 
EncO 2.3 1.1 57 
Transport don Energy 2.9 
WP Pimg, I n d w  
trucking, air and 
r 4  ENGO 
Public water 
supplia EN& 1.7 0.8 60 
ENGOs and energy industry respondents differed signifcantly in th& mean rating for 
"not responsible" (1) to " v q  responsible" (5) for action on clirnate change for the seven groups 
(see Table 4.15). Individuak were most responsible for action fiom an energy indwtry 
perspective. Federal and provincial govemments followed closely. Environmental groups had 
the lean responsibility. Indusuy was the most responsible for action from an ENGO 
perspective. 
Table 4.15 Responsibility for Action on Climate Change 
Responsi ble Group Social Mean SD t test 
Group 
Energy 3.7 1.1 
Indunry/business Industry -6.83 1 
ENGO 4.9 0.6 
- --- 
Energy 
FeQral govem ment h d u a r ~  
ENm 
Energy 











4.7 Climate Change Information 
4.7.1 How WeU I n f o d  Are Respndents? 
Respondents were queried about how weil informed dKy were on five aspects of climate 
change. They were to assess their level of knowledge and provide a self-disclosed assessrnent of 
informedness. Their raponses provide guidance for research and communication. 
There is no statisticdy sipikant difference bnween how well lnformed ENGOs and 
the energy indwry think they are on these topics (Table 4.14. The results are reponed as mean 
scores for a 5-point scale ranging from "not at all informed" (1) to "very weli dormed". The 
two groups reporteci a high level of informedness on all topics but felt the most inforneci on 
impacts or consequences of ciirnate change and strategies to reduce or slow climate change 
Table 4.16 How Well Infonned Respondents Believe They Are (Mean and 
(Standard Deviation)) 
Topics Indunry ENGOs t test P 
Aunos pheric p rocesses related to 3.5 3.5 
h t e  cbange (1.0) (1-1) 0,0181 0.986 




Human responses to dirnate change 3.4 3.2 
(adap atio n) (1-0) (1 -0) 
1 .O42 0.3 








equal variances assumeci, pooled-variance t test 
quai variances nor imimed, separate variance t test 
4.72 Climate C b  Information Ne& 
One question specificdy asked respondents to indicate the level of addition information 
they require for seven &mate change research topics: climate/atmospheric processes, 
errodproblems in cornputer modelling of climate, detection of dimate change, &mate impacts, 
mitiguion, and adaptation. Respondents used a five-point scaie from "no more information" (1) 
to "much more information" (5). This information c m  provide guidance on future research 
needs and t q e t  communication activities. 
The energy industry respondents and ENGOs wanted more information on mon topics 
although they artached different levels of importance to hem vable 4.17). ENGOs were least 
interested in the detail of problems and errors in modelling the climate system (2.7); theu strong 
hterests were in impacts (3.6,3.7), adaptation (4.2) and mitigation (4.5) information. Adaptation 
(3.7) and detecting climate change (3.6) information was most of interest to the energy induniy 
respondents. 
4.8 Summary 
ENGOs and eneqy indusuy respondenu were signifcantly different in moa themes of 
the anal+ ftamework particularly their ecologica worldviews and perception of Nk. 
The ENGOs, as expected, exhibitecl strong ecocentric woridviews. Many are 
presenrationists. The energy indusvy supponed a balanced approach to econornic development 
and the environment. Energy industry respondents suongly believe that science and technology 
are brneficial; ENGOs are doubthil. 
The groups are equdy aware of the dimate diange issue. Both have s i d a r  lengths of 
exposure to the issue and frequency of contact with dimate change information. They report the 
same level of informedness. But, their beliefs on the issue are dissirnilar. 
Table 4.17 Additional Clhate Change Information 
TY) more more 
Lifo. info Mean SD c test P N 
Ph) (%) 
Energy 
Climareor atmqheric hdumy 24.6 50.9 3.3 1.3 1 .06g1 0.287 
57 
processes 
ENGO 36.5 41.3 3.1 1.3 63 
Erron and problerns ui Enecgy 
Industly 28.1 49.1 3.2 1.4 coinputer modehg of 1,8851 0.062 
57 
C o q w n c e s  of Ene rgy Industry 20.0 50.9 3.4 1.1 55 
changes in tempenture, -2.609' 0.010 
rainfaii, etc. ENGO 14.8 72.1 3.9 1.2 6 1 
Energy 
Socid, industnd, and Indumy 18.5 55.6 3.5 12 54 
economic impacts -3 .O711 0.003 
ENGO 7.9 82.5 5.2 1.0 63 
Strategies for human iinergy hdUsay 14.8 63.0 3.7 1.2 54 
response (ddapting) to -2.5281 0.013 
c h e  change ENGO 9.7 80.6 4.2 1.1 62 
Strategies for slowhg Energy InduSv 22.2 64.8 3.5 1.4 54 
(mitigating) cihate -4.3482 <O.COI 
change ENGO 6.3 85.9 4.5 0.9 64 
l e q d  variances assumed, pooled-variance t test 
i u a i  variances not assumed separate vviance t test 
The key contested area is whnher climate change is real and harmhil. ENGOs believe 
climate diange is certain to occur while the energy indutty is skeptical. For some of the 
ENGOs chmate change is occ-g and some energy indunry respondents questioned whether 
climate change was reai. Many energy industry respondenu minimized the impacts - there 
would be "no effects" on rnany economic secton in Canada. ENGOs predictions of 
temperanire increase in the next 50 years were d a r  to the international scientific consensus 
while the energy ind- widerestimated the increase. 
The energy L i d w  and ENGO have a different faming of the issue of ciimate diange. 
Many energy indwtry respondents are sceptical and deny impacts whereas ENGOs believe the 
issue is real and hazardous. 
c m 5  
LUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
This snidy has audited the beliefs and vdues of two social groups, ENGOs and the 
e n e w  indwuy, actively engaged in agenda-seaing for climate change rather than focusing 
on the common lay-expen disjunct in ciimate change knowleâge. A N v e y  instrument was 
used to coîiect primary data on environmenrd values, awareness of and knowledge on 
clirnate diange, responsibility for anion and infornation needs in order to understand th& 
worldviews. This audit nrry help map contested beliefs and provide nrategic information for 
negotiating iisk and developing and irnplementing policy (Ungar, 1994, 298; West a d., 
1992). 
5.1 Conciusions 
This midy has demonarated empiicaly that there are differences in environmental 
vdues and beliefs on climate diange bctween the groups. The ENGO and energy uidus~y 
respondents are well educated with an equivdent length of exposure to and frequency of 
contact with dimate change information. Both are h@ly aware of c h a t e  change. ENGOs 
and the energy industry have reasonably sunilar beliefs within their respective groups. Yet, 
the social construction of climate change b e e n  groups varies significantly; diey have 
different worldviews. The renilts highlight some of the conteaed beliefs. 
The arong cleavage dong DSP-NEP was not evident but there were sta&caUy 
si@b~ differences in environmental values. ENGOs had a cohesive, strong ecologicd 
worldview. E n e w  indusuy had a mixture of beliefs ranging kom DSP to mong NEP. In 
resource development and use, the energy industry supported equal consideration for the 
economy and environment while mon ENGOs were environmental "preservaUoni~sn. 
ENGOs and energy industxy respondents held opposing beliefs on technology as a solution 
to resource scarcity and as a benefit to q d t y  of life. The energy indwry exhibited kq. 
DSP-traits in suongly held beliefs in the capabilities of science and teduiology and human 
iagenuity to deal with ecological problerns. 
A key point of disagreement is the perceived threat of dimate change. ENGOs have 
a greater belief in dimate change occurring - some reported rhat i is aiready happening. AU 
ENGOs agree that there is enough rientific uifonnation about global c h a t e  change to be 
concemed and to take seps to reduce greenhouse gases; econornic coas of l i m a  
greenhouse gases are not too hi&. The energy industry is ambivalent. Some respondents 
focussed on the "natural* processes of ciimate change and questioned whether human- 
c a w d  c i h a t e  change is A. This is the fundamental rhetoric of framing whether climate 
change is occuning. 
The maj~ri ty of respondents from the two groups held opposite perceptions of the 
level of consensus h e e n  experts on the direction and causes of climate change. The 
, energy industxy thought there was disagreement; this position mn/ reflect their focus on the 
"uncenainUesn and "controversies" of the science. ENGOs thought there was agreement 
Unfortunately, the survey did not ailow for further exploration of the nature of the 
supporthg and conflicting information of the experts. 
A higher proportion of ENGOs identified the causes of climate change comectly. 
But they were more likely to idenufy the incorrect causes of climate change as causes. nKir 
higher perceived Nk of climate change rnay lead to an expanded perception of what causes 
climate change. 
Climate change is not perceived as pemnally dangerous. Both groups thought that 
the negative impacts of c h a t e  change (e.g., Licreased drought, floods, diseases, food 
shonages and reduction in living standards) were more Iikely to occur elsewhere and to 
someone else (e.g., many places, many people) rather than to themselves. If climate change is 
not personalid, f becomes difficult to assume ownership and harde yet to act on 
Sea level rise, drought and flooding emerged as mosc ide+ rhreats comrnon to both 
groups. Thereafter the groups' positions differ markedly and reflect their convasting beliefs 
in the risks of c h a t e  change and society's adaptability to increases in temperature. 
Starvation and food shonages particulary in Canada are not a threat. The energy indunry 
response to economic impacts is generaliy 'no effect" although the insurance indusuy is 
recognized as the most vulierable sector. Perhaps they are reflecting that indunry's 
acknowiedged chnate change position. ENGOs believe there is a negative econornic impact 
to rnany sectors of C a n a .  There is also concem for more environmental refugees and 
increased foreign aid 
ENGOs and energy i n d q  respondents differed significantly in their assignment of 
responsibility for action. Individuals are mon responsible from an energy Lidustry 
perspective. Their worldview puu a priority on individual responsibility and initiative. 
However, it fails to recogrk the societal barriers irnpeduig action even if there is intention. 
Many environmental problerns are imbedded in the production ueadmill (Ungar, 1994). 
ENGOs think indusuy is prhariiy responsible for action - perhaps it is the poiluter py 
perspective. Feded and provinciai govemments have an e q d y  high responsibility for 
action in both groups. ENGO support for govemment is not unusud but it is surprising 
that the enugy indutty recognizes a smng responsibility for action by federal and 
provincial governments. Their position frequently advocates less govenunent intervention. 
The weakness with the question is that it ody solicits responsibility for action but does 
foiiow up wah a request for wha type of action should be t k  
The self-reported Liformeàness of ENGOs and the energy industry respondents is 
the same. ENGOs want more i n f o d o n  than energy indunry on impacts, rnitigarion and 
adaptation. Perhaps this is a reflection of a perception of a greater threat of clunate change 
and wanting idonnation to respond 
In ~mmary, there are clearly contested beliefs between the energy indunry and 
ENGOs. They include beliefs that: 
climate change is occurring versus it is not real; 
dimate change is a dangerous risk venus there are minimal effeas; 
scientific controversy exists versus there is consensus on the science of 
climate change; 
science and technology and well as human ingenuity cm overcome 
ecologicai problems vernis skepticism on adaptability; and 
Lidividuals are responsible for action venus induary is responsible. 
Revisiting the quotes from Chapter 1 confirms the cornpethg and different 
constructions of the issue of c h a t e  change from ENGOs and energy indutry 
representatives in this study. Again, ENGOs are certain of global warming they highlight 
impacts of c h a r e  change and need for action to reduce greenhouse gases (mitigation). The 
energy induary focused on uncertainty surrounding the issue quohg actual cooling of the 
Earth and portrayeci action as more h d  than dimate change itself. Different w o r l d v i ~  
are competing on defiig the certainty of the xientific facts surrounding the issue and Nks 
from c h a t e  change. 
The benefit of the social constructionism perspective applied to dimate change 
research is that social constnictionism has developed the notion that environmental risks are 
socially coflsvucted (I-hqp, 1995, 189). It acknowledges that Werent claims-makea or 
social groüps such as ENGOs, energy industxy, governments and xientias rnake 
contributions to the climate change discourse based on their distinctive worldviews. 
5.2 Contri'butions of the Research 
Attitudes, beliefs and vaiues related to dimate change and its risks and the social 
feasibility of impiementhg mitigation and adaptation responses are important areas of 
research. This mdy has contnbuted to the understanding of Canadian beliefs on dimate 
change. To date there are t h e  published audies for the Canadian contes in &ch 
univemity audenrs, the general public and an inforrned public are surveyed This is the fm 
empirical nudy of c h a t e  change beliefs of ENGOs and the energy industry. 
The framework for development and andysis of the climate change w e y  included 
fanon to describe characteristics of the group (social demographic, environmental vaiues, 
awarenea of ciimate change) and components of outcornes (knowledge, action and 
information neeb). This framework is a unique synthesis of factors that are relevant to 
understanding clirnate change beliefs. 
Many climate change belief w e y s  have used a lay/expert dichotomy md the 
"information deficit modeln. Social constructionin theory and the concept of a claims-rnaker 
offer a new framing for research on climate change beliefs. The layhpert focus of clirnate 
change research on beliefs fails to recognk the different social groups involved in 
negotiating the Flsk of climate change. In this frarning information on clirnate change flows 
from the expert to the public and from science to policy but there are also nunierous other 
groups involved Li the communication process. Other daims-making groups have beliefs, 
worldviews, perceptions of risk and policies that need to be explored This survey has uied 
to uncover the beliefs and worldviews of ENGOs and energy induruy representatives that 
influence thw positions in contesthg the climate change issue. 
While this thesis was infonned by social constnrt ionh,  it did not embrace the 
methods typic* used nich as observation, face-to-face interviews, and focus groups in 
fields audies or reconstruction of the clairnomaking process (e.g.. through newspaper 
articles (Bullodc, 1998) and donimenting an environmentai hearing process (Miuer and 
Hoistein, 1993)). This situation is a reflection of diaiogue within constructionisrn. The strict 
constructionin wmts to focus exclusively on the interpretations and practices of participants 
Li social problems construction whde the contexruai constructionin is supportive of the use 
of e m p i i d  data in the evaluation of claims (Hannigan, 1995, 188). This limitation of the 
study clearly indicates where next research seps could take place. This audy tned to 
understand the beliefs of daims-makers - ENGOs and energy indunry - to idem@ potential 
contested areas. It was successful in masuring the differences between the groups but did 
not attempt to address the process of negotiation of this environmental issue. 
5.3 Future Research Opportunities 
Fume directions in research could follow a quantitative route using nwey results 
for m d h g  of behaviour intention or a qualitative route by using focus groups to explore 
belief differences in groups. 
The rnodelling approach would build upon the work of O'Connor et d., 1998a; 
1999b and Jaeger al, 1993. Factors such as c h a t e  change knowledge or environmental 
d u e s  could be related to behaviod intentions or Nk perception through regression 
ana*. 
The use of a suuctured questionnaire rather than an interview or focus group misses 
the rich data source created when people are allowed to raise their own agendas and present 
in th& own words their inteipretation and understanding of issues (Bulkeley, 2000). Focus 
groups with ENGOs and energy industry repraentatives would aiiow didogue on key issues 
uncovered by the survey. Those topics might include: 
How has your view of clirnate been consvucteci? 
What scientific evidence supports or discredits c h a t e  change as an 
issue? 
What "weight of evidence" is necessary for determining risk? 
Why are dimate change impacts less personal and more likely ro happen 
to others? 
Who is responsible for action on c h a t e  change? Why do ENGOs chose 
industry and energy industry chose the individuai as moa responsible. 
What type of action(s) should they undertake? 
If the federal and provincial governments are dso considered responsible 
for action, what is the form of the action that should cake place. 
What are your behavioual intentions toward clirnate change and what are 
the societd and personal barrien to unàenaking the action? 
If more information is needed on climate change detection, impacts, 
adaptation, and mitigation, what should it be? 
Conflia and consensus are a naturai part of the h a t e  change issue. The contested 
positions of claims-maken could be mediated through participatory techniques or  methods 
of group f d t a t i o n  to "negotiaten solutions. These solutions could provide guidance on 
whar rmght be done at a larger societal scale in negotiating whether the issue is dangerous 
and requires remedial action. 
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A Survey of Clîmate Change 

Q l d How well h f o d  about the foiiowing do you h l  you arc? Pl- circlc the 
Q2a How iikeiy do you think it is that the Earth's average annual tcmperature will 
Q2b Plcase put a J h i d e  the tempcrshuc change that you think is most likely ovcr 
Q2c Suppose amusl avaage tanpcratutc does iacrcase by 1.5' Celsius ove the next 50 
ycars. If this wcre ?O happai, how lilrely do you thhk cach of-the following would 
i Suious~wil l inwscmCuirdr 1 . 2 3 4  5 
k Many plrcta wiii ertpcricncc more ûcqucnt droughts 1 2 3 4  5 
43 For Canada, b w  mch of an economic cffat. if any, do you übk global climate change 
I 
wiH have on cach of the followiag? 
Any conmients? 
Q4 For cach pair of sîatem#ita klow, p l a n  J the me that ksc ddcribcs your beiiefis: 
Q5 Plcase incücatc whethcr you thhic that creb of the following is a major cause of 
clitnate change, a minor mu8e of c h t e  change, or not 8 mime 8t di. 
96 To what extent do you bcüew the foiîowiq groupa aie respcmsible fa do@ 
47 Ownil, would y a i  say rhrt thue h agrcctlldlt or disapanent be(moa the various 
Q8 Rescarch is being donc on many climate change issues. Pleese rate the l m 1  of sdditianil 
information you would like to receive on the following topics hm 'no more' infhmtim 
e social, imbtri& end- bqmsa I - 1 2 3 4 
g strategica for slowing (mitigating) clirriatc 
change 1 2 3 4 5 . 
Q9 How lh ly  do you ihink it is that unusual cxtrane weathcr cva1ts in Canada are telaicd 

Q l2a This question asks your opRion on the importance of the fdlowing environmental 
goals for Canada. Read al! the goals. Rate each fiom I to 7. You may havc mort 
a Stopping dtvitlopmtnt in flood plains to 1 2  3 4 5 6 7  
1 i Maintaining national 1 2  3 4 5 6 7  
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1 2  3 4 S 6 7  
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appropriate box. 
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I Male 2 Female 
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3 3 6 ~ 4 5  3 somc coUcge or University training 
4 46to55 4 university undergraduate &pe 
5 56to65 5 graduate a professional ckgrcc 
6 660rom 6 aîher 
I govcnunrnt 2 indutry 
3 kiucational institution 4 private, non-protit otganizatioa (na academic) 
5 o k  (specify) 
0 British Columbia 0 Albc~h 0 Saskatdrcwan 
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O New Brunswick Nova Scotia PrinccEdwardlsiand 
a Newfoundland 0 hkon O Northunst Taritaies 
f7 Nunavut (3 Noac of the above: (spccifL) 
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